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ABSTRACT
This dissertation contributes to the modeling and optimization of Lithium-ion battery’s
thermal management for electrified vehicles (EVs). EVs in automotive technology is one of
the principal solutions to today’s environmental concerns such as air pollution and greenhouse
impacts.
Light duty and heavy duty EVs can decrease the amount of the pollution efficiently.
EV’s receive their power from installed rechargeable batteries in the car. These batteries are
not just utilized to power the car but used for the functioning of lights, wipers and other
electrical accessories. The Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have attracted a lot of research interest
in recent years, due to their high potential as compared to the conventional aqueous based
batteries, high gravimetric and volumetric energy density, and high power capability.
However, Li-ion batteries suffer from high self-heating, particularly during high power
applications and fast charging, which confines their lifetime and cause safety, reliability and
environmental concerns. Therefore, the first part of this study consists of the experimental
investigation of the charge-discharge behavior and heat generation rate of lithium ion cells at
different C-rates to monitor and record the thermal behavior of the cell. A further concern
regarding LIBs is strongly dependent on the quality and efficiency of battery thermal
management system. Hence, this is extremely important to identify a reliable and accurate
battery management system (BMS). Here in the second part, we show that thermal
management and the reliability of Li-ion batteries can be drastically improved using
optimization technique.
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Furthermore, a LIB is a compact system including high energy materials which may
undergo thermal runaway and explode the battery if overcharged due to the decomposition of
battery materials within the electrolyte and electrodes that generate flammable gaseous
species. The application of this kind of technology needs many laboratory experiments and
simulations to identify the fundamental thermal characteristics of the system before passing
it to the real use. An accurate battery model proposes a method to simulate the complex
situations of the system without performing time consuming actual tests, thus a reliable
scheme to identify the source of heat generation and required parameters to optimize the cell
performance is necessary.
For this reason, the latest phase of this research covers the development and comparison
of a model based on adjustable design parameters to predict and optimize battery
performances. This kind of model provides a relationship with the accuracy and simplicity to
estimate the cell dynamics during charge and discharge.
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𝑒𝑓𝑓

: effective conductivities of the solid phase (S.m-1)

𝜎𝑙

𝑒𝑓𝑓

: effective conductivity of the electrolyte phase (S.m-1)

η

: local surface overpotential (V)

𝜂𝑒

: energy efficiency

ω

: frequency

𝜎𝑠
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Background
Throughout the past few centuries, we have been dependent on fossil fuels to power our
industries, and transportation. The limited fossil fuel resources, and environmental issues
associated with the release greenhouse gases, as well as complexity of socio-political aspects
of fossil fuels, have forced the nations to search for a sustainable, affordable alternative energy
sources, and non-zero emission technologies.
Developing electric vehicles could decrease the amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere since they can operate on clean and environmentally friendly energy sources.
Consequently, replacing the combustion engine powered by fossil fuel with the electric
vehicular technology provides a feasible solution to improve the global warming problem,
limits the emission of toxic hydrocarbons and its by-products in the atmosphere.
Considering the current transportation system based on combustion engine with very low
efficiency as one of the most polluting technology, the electric vehicles that run on energy
storage device such as battery may provide a practical solution as they are conceptually simple
and sound.
Lithium-ion batteries are one of the most promising technology since these systems have
shown excellent performance on board of a vehicle, and they are environmentally friendly
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system with long lifespan as compared with other battery technologies. Additionally, LIBs are
offering further advantages such as capability of rapid charging, and very low self-discharge.
Therefore, these traits are quickly developing LIBs as the preferred rechargeable battery and
maintain the dynamism of EVs [5-8].
One major advantage of lithium battery is that the lithium is the most lightweight metal
in the periodic table, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 and it has very high electrochemical potential
which can produce the greatest specific energy per weight. Hence, LIBs have properties of
high energy and power density against other types of batteries, and are well-suited for
automotive applications [5, 6, 9, 10].

Figure 1.1. Several battery technologies comparison regarding volumetric and gravimetric energy
density [1].
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The existing LIBs are in multiple forms such as coin, cylindrical, and prismatic types.
Prismatic LIBs have high potential power output and high packing factor than the other types.
Furthermore, the battery electrochemical materials in prismatic types are made in parallel
layers. Their large surface area offers an advantage in thermal management because of
minimum temperature gradient in the thickness of the battery which makes them well-suited
to particular automotive applications.

1.2 Challenges in LIBs
The strategy for electrifying vehicles with high power batteries is one of the most significant
challenges that call for the development of LIB technology. Since a lithium-ion battery is a
compressed energy storage device that contains high energy materials, it may generate high
heat during overcharge and at high power applications causing thermal runaway that leads to
cell explosion [11].
The active materials in the lithium ion battery are the negative electrodes that contains
carbonaceous material in most of the commercial lithium cells, and the positive electrode that
contains mixed transition metal oxides or metal phosphates and silicates.
Many studies have been devoted in discussing the performance of LIB's using different
cathode material. The common positive electrode material in lithium-ion batteries could be
Lithium manganese oxide LiMn2O4 (LMO), Lithium iron phosphate LiFePO4 (LFP), Lithium
cobalt oxide, LiCoO2 (LCO), Lithium nickel-cobalt-manganese oxide LiNiMnCOO2 (NCM),
Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) [12-20].
3

The lithium ion battery materials are not highly conductive, and may induced Ohmic
losses, particularly at high current drainage. The ohmic drops in the matrix of active material
phases, contact resistances between the current collector and the porous active material, and
transport limitations of lithium ions in the electrode and electrolyte phases, causes restriction
of the power capability of the lithium iron [21].
The Lithium cobalt oxide has been used in the first Sony cells, and due to the high cost
of lithium cobalt oxide, a lower cost nickel oxide based cathode has been introduced. However,
due to instability of pure lithium nickel oxide, the mixed oxides cathode such as NCA has been
developed as a practical candidate for commercial cells used for EVs applications [20]. Since
the primary source of heat generation in the Li-NCA cells is the lithium transport in cathode,
the performance of the cathode electrode has to be improved by improving its electronic
conductivity. The thermal caracteristics of lithium batteries with different combinations of
anode and cathode have been reported. However, Newman introduced the first LIB thermal
modeling for the development of a battery thermal management system [13, 22].
The internal cell resistance is a dynamic [parameter and is influenced by several
parameters such as the state of charge (SOC), the cell initial temperature, and the current rate
of charge or discharge. The internal resistance is resulting from an electric current through an
ohmic resistive components of the electrode or the electrolyte which is significantly affect the
battery performance during the charge-discharge process [23]. Park was found the cell
component variables particularly the cathode thickness has the greatest impact on the charging
time of Lithium-ion cells [24].
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1.3 Motivation for This Dissertation
Although, the LIB is one of the technologies of choice for EV development in the coming
years; the battery-powered vehicles just could not satisfy the high energy/high power demand
and most EVs are limited in range. In addition, use of lithium ion battery for high power
application, such as vehicle start up, acceleration and hill climbing is challenging, due to its
issues with battery safety, durability, and cycle life.
The EV’s performance is essentially depending on the battery power/energy ratio. The
rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are still the most attractive proposition to be used in highperformance EV’s as compared to other types of batteries, yet its operation restricted within
the safe and reliable operating temperature and voltage windows. The performance of the LIBs
diminishes in higher temperatures quickly, and its power capability is very limited at low
temperatures (<10C). The heat generation due to Joule heating inside the battery pack is much
greater at higher currents. Therefore, a dedicated battery thermal management system (BTMS)
is required to maintain the battery temperature within the desirable range to achieve the optimal
vehicle performance. This research is motivated by the idea to improve a fundamental
understanding of heat generation inside a battery and its effect on the battery operation, and
assign a proper temperature control, and cell design optimization using electrochemicalthermal simulation.
To accomplish this aim, a series of modeling studies are developed to predict the transient
distribution of electro-thermal behavior of the battery at different operating conditions. The
results have been confirmed with the experimental measurement to evaluate and improve the
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amount of heat generation at the cell level. Accordingly, the model can be extended to a
module/pack level to compose a computationally effective multi-physics BTMS.

1.4 Dissertation Objectives
Thermal concerns of the electric vehicles are all associated with the battery performance.
Hence, a strong battery thermal models are required to predict the fundamental heat transfer
and heat distribution in the cell, cell performance characteristics in a wide temperature range,
to design an efficient thermal management system for variety of charge/discharge conditions.
The final mathematical model for BTMS design should be computationally affordable to be
applied for the development of cell, module and the battery pack.
The main objective of this dissertation is to describe and simulate the thermal response
of the prismatic LIB under real operating conditions at the various current rates to achieve an
optimal cell design.
More specifically, these purposes involve the following steps:


To develop experiment protocols to collect the data required for generating the multiphysics models that can predict the battery performances.



To develop an in-depth perception of heat distribution of temperature and current
density profiles across the Li-ion batteries under various current loads.



To develop the interaction between the electrochemical and thermal behavior of Li-ion
batteries under different current rates.
6



To develop a computationally dynamic modeling approach from full numerical to
analytical models to optimized cell energy and power delivery that can be implemented
in BTMS design.



To provide experimental data base required for the modeling and validation of to
validate the proposed models, a battery testing procedure was used in the battery
laboratory of the University of Windsor.
The main components of the battery test-set are:


A battery cycler (MACCOR model 4300) for charge/discharge of the battery.



A small chamber to maintain the cell temperature within desirable range.



An Infrared Camera Incorporation (ICI) P9000 to capture real-time thermal images.



T-type thermocouples placed in different locations to measure the surface
temperature.

1.5 Dissertation Layout
This thesis provides a study of modeling and optimization of Lithium-ion battery’s thermal
management for EVs as follow:
The first chapter is introducing the research importance and the multiple objective
functions of the proposed BMS and the optimization scheme.
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The capability and functionality of the COMSOL Multiphysics software to solve the
equations using the Finite Elements Method (FEM) have been introduced in the second
chapter.
A series of experimental studies have been performed to evaluate the battery performance
and its heat distribution rate at various current rates in chapter 3.
In chapter 4, the electrochemical-thermal characteristics of a battery have been studied
using a one-dimensional multiphysics model. The model has been extended to a threedimensional layer structure of the pouch-type cell to fully understand the distribution of
temperature and current density across the LIBs.
Chapter 5 discusses different prediction of the polarization and corresponding internal
resistance of the lithium-ion cell to predict cell energy and power delivery. The introduced
method presents the opportunity to obtain an optimal cell operation specifications.
Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with a comprehensive review of the contributions
to offers some ideas for the future works.
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CHAPTER 2
COMSOL OVERVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a has been used to solve the equations using the Finite
Elements Method (FEM). The screenshot reported in Figure 2.1 is what you will see when you
first start modeling in COMSOL Multiphysics using the Model Builder. The COMSOL
Desktop® user interface provides a complete and integrated environment for physics modeling
and simulation as well as application design, providing with the tools necessary to build a userfriendly interface for the models.

Figure 2.1. Screenshot from COMSOL desktop.
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2.2 Materials

The Materials (

) node under Global Definitions stores the material properties for all

physics and all domains in a Component node. Any material involves many physical properties
including values or functions (for temperature-dependent material properties, for example) to
explain the material. The material properties were organized in material property groups,
which appear as sub-nodes under the Material node in the Model Builder. The material library
and the setting windows have been represented in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Add material, the batteries & fuel cells material library, and settings windows.

The materials were accessible from the Batteries and Fuel Cells Material Library, and
mostly default settings have been selected. The Lithium-Ion Battery connecting accounts for:
 Electronic conduction in the electrodes.
12

 Ionic charge transport in the electrodes and electrolyte/separator.
 Material transport in the electrolyte, providing the foundation of the impacts of
concentration on ionic conductivity and concentration overpotential.
 Material transport inside the spherical particles that form the electrodes.
 Butler-Volmer electrode kinetics using experimentally measured discharge curves
for the equilibrium potential.
For the SOCs of the electrodes, both “Coulomb” and “at load” were defined in the
Lithium-Ion Battery interface. The “Coulomb” in contrast to “at load” omits the impact of
any polarization in the battery. An Event interface has also been used to restrict the operation
of the battery within the upper and lower cut-off voltages.

2.3 The Geometry Node

To define and create the geometry sequence a Geometry node (

) utilized for the model

component. The Geometry node also contains some general settings for the geometry such as
the length and angular units as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. The geometry setting view.

2.4 The Lithium-ion battery interface

The

Lithium-Ion

Battery

(Li-Ion)

interface

Electrochemistry>Battery Interfaces branch (

(

),

situated

under

the

) when adding a physics interface to

compute the potential and current distributions in a lithium-ion battery. Multiple intercalating
electrode materials can be used, and voltage losses due to solid-electrolyte-interface (SEI)
layers are also included. The physics interface was based on the works of Newman et. al.
Ohm’s law was used to describe the charge transport in the electrodes, whereas concentrated
electrolyte theory for a quiescent aprotic (1:2) electrolyte has been used to describe charge and
mass transport in the electrolyte phase. An extra dimension was included in the porous
electrode domains to describe the transport of solid lithium in the solid electrode phase using
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Fick’s law. Figure 2.4 shows the Lithium-ion battery node interface. Using the Initial Cell
Charge Distribution global node can define the initial cell voltage or cell state-of-charge (SOC)
of a battery cell. When used together with a Current Distribution Initialization study step, the
node will solve for the intercalated concentrations in the Porous Electrode nodes to comply
with the given initial conditions. The node also offers the possibility to balance the electrodes
by calculating the electrode phase volume fractions. The node only has an effect on the original
equations solved for when used in a Current Distribution Initialization study step. SOC and
porosity variables will be defined for all research levels.

Figure 2.4. The Lithium-ion battery node interface.

2.5 The ODE and DAE Interfaces
The Global ODEs and DAEs (ordinary differential equations and differentialalgebraic equation) interface (

), located under the Mathematics branch (

) when adding
15

a physics interface, was used to add global space-independent equations that can represent
additional states.
The Global ODEs and DAEs interface have a Global Equations node that is designed
for implementing this type of external equation. Such equations are often tightly coupled to a
model in a physical domain. The Global Equations node is also available for any of the physics
interfaces as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. The ODE and DAE Interfaces windows.
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2.6 The Heat Transfer in Solids Interface

The Heat Transfer in Solids (

) interface has been used to model heat transfer in solids by

conduction, convection, and radiation. A Solid model is active by default on all domains. All
functionality for including other domain types, such as a fluid domain, is also available as
presented in Figure 2.6.
The temperature equation defined in solid domains corresponds to the differential form
of the Fourier’s law that may contain additional contributions like heat sources. When this
version of the physics interface was added, these default nodes were added to the Model
Builder: Solid, Thermal Insulation (the default boundary condition), and Initial Values.
Then, from the Physics toolbar, add other nodes that implement, for example, boundary
conditions and sources. To select physics features from the context menu can also right-click
Heat Transfer in Solids.

Figure 2.6. The Heat Transfer in Solids Interface.
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2.7 Meshing
Through adding a new Component to the Model Builder, a meshing sequence is added by
default in a Mesh node (

). It is possible to add more meshing sequences to the Component

by right-clicking the Component node and selecting Mesh. When a Component has more than
one meshing sequence, they are collected under a Meshes node as shown in Figure 2.7. A mesh
can be created by building a meshing sequence, which contains some meshing operations as
nodes in the sequence. For the default physics-controlled meshes, the software sets up the
meshing sequences automatically. Due to high nonlinearity of the governing equations, the
performance and accuracy of the calculation strongly depend on the mesh and solver. A free
quadrilateral mesh was used at the boundaries along with the swept method, and several mesh
densities were tested to ensure the mesh independency of the solutions of this research model.

Figure 2.7. Adding, Editing, and Building Meshing Sequences.
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2.8 Study

A Study node (

) holds all the nodes that define how to solve a model. These nodes are

divided into three broad categories:
 Study steps, which determine overall settings suitable for a particular study type. The
study steps added are based on the chosen study types.
 Solver Configurations, which contain the solvers and related configurations for dependent
variables to solve for, intermediate storage of solutions, and specific solver settings.
 Job Configurations, which provide all jobs defined for a study (distributed parametric
jobs, batch jobs, and cluster computing).

A Parametric Sweep (

) study has been used as illustrated in Figure 2.8 to find the

solution to a sequence of stationary or time-dependent problems that arise when you vary some
parameters of interest. The parametric sweep can include multiple independent parameters
directly for a full multi-parameter sweep (solve for the first value of the first parameter
combined with all values of the second parameter. Then the second value of the first parameter
combined with all values of the second parameter, and so on, or could use a specified
combination of parameter values). Also, could add more than one Parametric Sweep node to
create nested parametric sweeps. The program then treats the parametric sweeps as a “nested
for-loop” and indicates the nested structure using indentations of the Parametric Sweep nodes’
names. To save the memory and time, the equations coupled by utilizing the segregated
approach. For each time step, the maximum relative tolerance for all variables has been
considered 0.001. The process repeated at each node till generating the convergence plot. The
19

computations executed on a workstation of 64-bit Intel® Xeon® Processor 3.40E GHz
including 32GB random access memory.

Figure 2.8. Study configuration.

2.9 References
[1] Introduction to COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a, © 1998–2016 COMSOL
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CHAPTER 3
HEAT RESPONSE OF PRISMATIC LI-ION CELLS
This work was presented and published in IEEE Transportation Electrification Conference and Expo
(ITEC), 2014 IEEE, US, 24 July 2014.

3.1 Summary
The experimental studies of the charge-discharge behavior and heat generation rate of lithium
ion cells at different C-rates are conducted in this paper. We are extending this process to
monitor and control the thermal behavior of Li-ion batteries by using phase change material
(PCM) as a passive thermal management method to absorb and conduct heat to and from
lithium-ion battery modules.

3.2 Introduction
Electrification of vehicles may have a significant role in reducing consumption of fossil fuels
by up to 75% [1] and change the nature of automobile market. The performance of electric
vehicles strongly depends on the fulfillment of the battery pack. In general, temperature affects
several aspects of a battery performance including the operation of the electrochemical
reactions inside a battery, rates of charging and discharging, energy density and power
capability, cycle life and shelf life, battery safety and reliability, and battery cycle cost. The
main concerns of the consumers are to an extent the service life, safety, and reliability of the
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battery on board of an electric vehicle. It is noteworthy to mention that in addition to the battery
chemistry, these concerns are strongly depended on the quality and efficiency of battery
management system. A lithium-ion battery is a compact energy storage device containing high
energy materials and may undergo thermal runaway and explode if overcharged, due to the
decomposition of cell components (electrolyte and electrodes) that generate flammable and
toxic gaseous species [2]. Also, heating the battery outside a normal range (10-45 ºC) may
accelerate the battery aging and severe capacity fading during charge-discharge cycles. In a
consumer market, only a few accidents due to battery problem may derail the research and
development efforts on hybrid and electric vehicle systems.
In this research effort, we address the thermal behavior of the lithium battery and predict
the possibility of using only phase change materials as a passive thermal control for the entire
battery pack. Further, this work may provide a guideline for the development of next
generation of PCM formulation capable of managing different hybrid and electric vehicles.
This work also may result in generating the specification of different PCM for batteries with
the different form factor and different power to energy ratios of the various electric-based
vehicles, such as mild hybrid, extended range plug-in hybrid, and fully electric vehicles.
The phase change materials are capable of absorbing/transferring heat from/into the
battery pack and maintaining an optimal temperature for efficient operation of battery cells.
The majority of current phase change materials are dealing with solidliquid phase
transformation. However, other combinations such as solidsolid in the combination of
various solidliquid formulations and the combination of multiple of PCMs are the subjects
of next generation of PCM technology. The second phase of our research work guided with
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simulation may provide a framework for the new formulation of PCM systems. The use of
such a passive thermal control may significantly reduce the overall cost of the battery pack for
electrified transportation.
Phase change composite material can be used to decrease cell-to-cell temperature
uniformity for various driving cycles. The addition of current PCM material may add a
significant thermal resistance barrier between the cell surfaces that prevent heat transfer from
cell-to-cell [3]. However, the heat transfer from inside to outside the battery pack also may be
reduced. In our future design, we will create PCM with a different formulation to serve as the
thermal barrier and facilitate the heat rejection to the exterior of the battery for waste heat
rejection.
While the thermal management of Li-ion batteries is essential to improve battery
performance [4], it may significantly widen the safety margin of electrified vehicles.

3.3

Geometry and operating conditions

To investigation and design of a thermal management system for any battery thermal modeling
is a vital tool. A Combination of thermal modeling and electrochemical modeling of the cell
yield a complete analysis, capable predict the thermal and electrochemical effects of the cell.
Newman and coworkers were started the first modeling of lithium-ion batteries [5,6].
Usually, the prismatic cells contain a jelly roll or a pile of electrodes as shown in Figure
3.1. They are with a rugged mechanical and high packing efficiency.
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Figure 3.1. Multi-folded-layer structure of a prismatic cell [7].

The 1,800 mAh prismatic Li-ion battery (GMB 654765) considered in this study. The
common cathode/anode materials of a Li-ion battery are LiCoO2/C. Table 3.1 presented the
geometry details and properties of the GMB 654765.
The electrochemical reactions during the charge/discharge can be expressed as,
At positive electrode:
𝐿𝑖0.5 𝐶𝑜𝑂2 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑥𝑒 − ↔ 𝐿𝑖0.5+𝑥 + 𝐶𝑜𝑂2

(1)

At negative electrode:
𝐿𝑖𝐶6 ↔ 𝑖1−2𝑥 𝐶6 + 2𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 2𝑥𝑒 −

(2)

Overal reaction:
2𝐿𝑖0.5 𝐶𝑜𝑂2 + 𝐿𝑖𝐶6

↔ 2𝐿𝑖0.5+𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑂2 + 𝑖1−2𝑥 𝐶6

(3)
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where through the discharge cycle the reversible reaction move from left to right and
during the charge cycle the reverse reaction takes place [8].
The generated heat caused by entropy change can be defined from [9],

𝑞̇ 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 = −𝑖𝑇

∆𝑠 = −

𝜕∆𝐺
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑉 0
𝜕𝑇

= −𝑛𝐹

𝑖

= −𝑇∆𝑠 𝑛𝐹
𝜕𝑉 0
𝜕𝑇

(4)

(5)

where the Gibbs energy change is:
∆𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝑉°

(6)

According to the process of (3) during the charge/discharge means the battery generates
heat that can be described as Equation (7) affected by the current flow across the cell [9].

𝑞̇ = 𝑖(𝑉 0 − 𝑉 − 𝑇

𝜕𝑉 0
𝜕𝑇

)

(7)

By considering the battery as a unit, the rate of energy change equation would be in the
following form:
𝜕𝑇

𝑚𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑡 = 𝑞̇ − ℎ𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎 )

(8)

where 𝑚 = 𝜌𝑉 is the battery mass, 𝐶𝑝 is the battery heat capacity, ℎ is the convection
heat transfer coefficient that allows combining the effect of different cooling rates at different
stages of heat treatment, 𝐴 is the battery surface area and 𝑇𝑎 is the ambient temperature. By
substituting Equation (7) into Equation (8) the rate of energy change equation is:
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𝜕𝑇

𝑚𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑡 = 𝑖(𝑉 0 − 𝑉 − 𝑇

𝜕𝑉 0
𝜕𝑇

) − ℎ𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎 )

(9)

3.4 Experimental setup and results
We test 1,800 mAh prismatic Li-ion cells using commercial battery cycler (MACCOR) at
different C-rates. These batteries will be utilized as the building block for construction of
module and packs in our initial simulation models.

Figure 3.2. Two parallel Li-ion cells (GMB 654765).

We have tested two classes of flat prismatic lithium-ion cells at C/4, C/2, and C-rates for a
single cell and battery containing two parallel cells. Also, the tests were performed at various
temperatures for different C-rate. To measure and record the temperature behavior of the
battery pack with two parallel cells several T-type thermocouples have been attached to the
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various sections of the battery pack (#1 close to the tab, #2 in the center, #3 close to the bottom
of the cell) as shown in Figure 3.2.

Table 3.1. Physical properties of materials [9].
Thickness
(µm)
LiCoO2
LiC6
Al
Co
Separator

Height
(mm)

92
87
10
10
22

53
53
55
57
59

Thermal
conductivity
W.(m K)-1
1.85
5
200
380
1 0.7

Density
(k.gm-3)
2291.62
5031.67
2700
9000
1200

Specific
heat
J.(kg K)-1
1.1728
0.7
0.87
0.381
1.0

Electrical conductivity
(x106, S.m-1)
0.0001
0.0001
38
60
–

Figure 3.3 shows the typical charge-discharge voltage profile for a battery pack at I=0.9
Ah between 2.5-4.7 V.
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Figure 3.3. Charge and discharge voltage profile for two parallel cells (C/2-rate).
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Figure 3.4 indicates the sensitivity of the setup even at this low rate (C/2) and modulation
of temperature in the cell.

Figure 3.4. Temperature behavior of the battery pack with two parallel cells (C/2 rate), graphs
indicate thermal response of thermocouple at 1) close to the tab, 2) at the center, and 3) at the bottom
of the cell.

The heat generation close to the tab is higher than the temperature from other sections of
the cell as expected. This well-understood phenomenon is a great test for our set-up for future
work, higher rates, and higher Ah cells. Figure 3.5 shows the thermal behavior of a single cell
at a C/2 rate of a charge and discharge cycle. This preliminary test has shown the heat
generation inside the single cell, illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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At this stage, we are confident on the performance and monitoring of the hardware for
testing cells. A much higher resolution is expected when cells are being tested at higher rates,
particularly for larger Ah cells.

Figure 3.5. Charge and discharge voltage profile of a single cell (C/2-rate) during first three charge
and discharge cycles.

Figure 3.6 illustrated a single cell at C-rate during charge the temperature rise close to
the tab was 7 oC, and during the discharge, the maximum temperature rise was 12 oC. The heat
dissipation in this condition is only by natural air convection via the spaces between the cells
and the battery container. The temperature rise at the center and close to the bottom of the cell
during charge/discharge respectively was around 6 oC, 7.5 oC, and 3 oC, 4 oC. The maximum
temperature was found above the center of the battery in this package.
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Figure 3.6. Temperature & voltage behavior of a single cell vs Time at C-rate.

Figure 3.7. Temperature & Voltage vs Time at C/2 rate for a single cells.
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Figure 3.7 presented the temperature behavior of a single cell at the C/2 rate. During the
discharge time, the heat rise close to the tab of the cell was 6 oC, at the center 5.5 oC and close
to the bottom it was around 4 oC.
Concerning Figure 3.8 the temperature rise at C-rate is more significant compared to C/2
and C/4 rates. Therfore, the higher current magnitudes contribute to higher the Joule heating.

3.5

Conclusion
The thermal behavior of prismatic Li-ion batteries during charge/discharge cycles was

experimentally investigated. Firstly, a module consists of two parallel cells at C and C/2 rates
was examined. The temperature rises during the charge and discharge cycles were measured
to be roughly 6 ºC and 7 ºC, respectively. The results indicated that accumulation of the
temperature in regions close to the tab is higher than that in the center and close to the bottom
of the module. Therefore, uniform temperature module, which is widely used in the literature,
is not a realistic assumption. The thermal response of a single cell at C, C/2 and C/4 rates is
considered in the second step. The results revealed that the highest temperature occurs at Crate. The maximum temperature increment in the charge cycle was an about 7 ºC while; it was
12 ºC during the discharge cycle. The experimental data reported in the present study can be
utilized for designing high-performance thermal management systems for Li-ion battery
modules.
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CHAPTER 4
ELECTROCHEMICAL–THERMAL

MODEL

OF

POUCH-TYPE

LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES
This work has been published in Electrochemical–Thermal Behavior of a Prismatic Lithium-Ion
Battery, MRS conference 2016 and Electrochimica Acta - Journal – Elsevier, 2017

4.1 Summary
In this paper, a 3D (three-dimensional) layer structure of a pouch-type cell is modeled to
understand the distribution of temperature and current density across the pouch type LithiumIon Battery (LIB). The electrochemical-thermal characteristics are studied, using 1D (onedimensional) multiphysics model, and simulation results are validated with experimental
results. Three-dimensional (3D) modeling of the battery gives the most efficient estimation of
energy density, temperature response, overall heat generation and distribution inside the
battery. One such 3D electro-thermal model was developed in this work, and the results
obtained by the 3D model were validated by using experimental results obtained from LIBs.
Temperature profiles of LIB obtained from 3D modeling indicated that the most heat is
accumulated around the positive tab of the battery due to non-uniform current distribution and
local internal resistance. The presented model can be used as a fast, yet accurate tool, to
optimize the cell design for a particular application and for developing battery thermal
management systems.
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4.2 Introduction
Electrification of vehicles may have a significant role in reducing consumption of gasoline to
one-fourth of today’s use. Lithium-ion batteries can provide a credible rechargeable storage
technology for the electrification of the drivetrain and to provide permanent storage solutions
to facilitate the efficiency of renewable energy sources [25].
Among the available battery technologies, LIB is expected to be the energy storage of
choice for EVs and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) due to their high energy density and long
lifecycle. On the other hand, LIB contains high energy materials and due to the decomposition
of battery components, particularly that of the cathode and electrolytes, and increased
reactivity of the anode when fully lithiated, may undergo thermal runaway if overcharged.
These decomposition reactions may result in inflammable and toxic gasses [11]. Also, heating
the battery outside a normal range (10-45 °C) may limit the energy and power of the battery,
and accelerate the battery aging causing severe loss of capacity during charge-discharge cycles.
While the thermal management of LIB is essential to improve battery performance [26], it may
and significantly extend the safety margin of hybrid and electric vehicles.
In general, the temperature has a significant impact on the chemical and electrochemical
reactions inside a battery, charging and discharging rates, energy density and power
capabilities, safety and reliability, and cycle lifetime of lithium-ion batteries.
It is crucial to extend the service life, safety, and reliability of the battery on board of an
electric vehicle, particularly when large size batteries are used. In addition to the battery
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chemistry, these concerns are strongly dependent on the quality and efficiency of BMS that
controls the battery voltage, current and temperature domains used during battery operation.
To predict the electrochemical process taking place within the LIB during charging and
discharging operation, various thermal models have been proposed to explain the heat
generation in the battery [13-17, 21, 27-35].
The size of the battery affects the amount of heat generated during charge and discharge
processes. The cell temperature is also affected by the number and thickness of the electrode
layers. Controlling the amount of heat generated is extremely important for high power
devices, such as electric vehicle batteries, where excessive heat can cause damage and reduces
battery’s lifetime. One method to manage the battery temperature is to optimize the cell format
and reduce the overall resistance of the layers in the battery. In this research, we studied the
electrochemical-thermal (ECT) behavior of pouch type LIB, particularly for high energy cells.
Two modeling techniques were used to estimate the ECT response. The first method, namely
1D modeling was used to understand the ECT reactions and to identify the source of heat
generation inside the battery. The ECT is carried out using similar approaches used by wellknown J. Newman method [22, 36, 37]. In Newman method, heat dissipation flux depends on
the temperature difference between the initial state and the surface temperature, as well as on
the heat transfer coefficients of the battery components. This method is the basis of most of
the work presented in the literature.
For example in [32], charge balance equation has been used to estimate voltage response
of the LIB during the galvanostatic discharge process. It was confirmed that ohmic heating in
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electrodes contributes to only up to 18% of the total heat generation. In [30], distribution of
potential and current in planar electrodes of pouch type LIB, as well as the discharge process,
have been studied using Newman’s energy balance equation in conjugation with polarization
expression. It was observed that the reaction current remains uniform even when a depth of
discharge (DOD) varies from 5% to 85%.
Most of the past studies are focused on the lithium iron phosphate cell (LiFePO4) [16,
21, 33], lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4) [13, 27, 34, 35] or Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2)
[14, 15, 17, 18]. The discharge model for the lithium iron – phosphate electrode, has shown
that the power capability of the cells is limited by the ohmic drops in the matrix phase, contact
resistances between the current collector and the porous matrix, and transport limitations in the
iron phosphate particles [14].
Lithium cobalt oxide is used in primary Sony cells to demonstrate the capability of
layered oxide as potential intercalation cathode for lithium-ion cells. However, due to the high
cost of lithium cobalt oxide, the layered nickel oxide based cathode has been introduced.
However, due to the instability of Ni4 that is formed during charging of the cell (Ni3 Ni4 +
e-), some of the nickel ions migrate to the lithium sites between the metal oxide slabs that
causes structural transformation and release of oxygen. This problem has been mitigated to
some extent by keeping some of the cobalt ions that lead the formation of the layer structure,
and an addition of aluminum that maintains strong Al-O bonding. Therefore the structural
integrity of the substituted cathode is enhanced as compared to the pure lithium nickel oxide
system, and the so-called NCA is used in many commercial cells.
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Very few 3D thermal modeling studies have been carried out to investigate the operation
of NCA electrode in LIB. Therefore, this work is focused on ECT behavior of the pouch
LiNiCoAlO2/polymer LIBs.
Different multi-dimensional electrochemical and thermal coupled models are developed
by many researchers to simulate ECT behavior of LIB. Knowledge of ECT coupling is
essential for prediction of LIB characteristics [17].
Basu et al, [38] investigated a three-dimensional electrochemical, thermal model to
determine the internal temperature distribution of the battery.

Unfortunately, the

electrochemistry of battery was not considered in this model. To effectively predict and design
the ECT performance of the large-sized battery, the electrochemical reaction of the cell should
be studied as a heat generation source. Guo and White [39] proposed a linear approximation
method to decouple the electrochemical model from the heat equation. Since the proposed
method was based on observations from one single electrode, the model inherently has low
accuracy.
In this paper, 1D modeling provides an illustration of heat generation, the electric
potential, total charge/discharge current, voltage loss, electrolyte phase concentration, local
current density, and electrode particle lithium concentration. However, the 1D model cannot
explain how heat is distributed inside the battery. A 3D model is required to understand heat
and current distribution inside the battery. Moreover, to study the relationship between the cell
unit and the battery, many studies have been carried out on single cell unit as one-dimensional
(1D) electrochemical models and coupled with the three-dimensional (3D) thermal
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models [9,25]. Electrochemical 3D battery model coupled with a 3D thermal model is the only
possible method to estimate the effect of the electrical contact resistance between the cell
multilayers, current collectors, and the tabs. The 3-D model also provides insight into the
geometrical dimensions of the current collecting tabs and the heat dissipation on the battery
surface. The 3D model proposed in this paper is an extension of the proposed 1D ECT model
on multiple electrode plate pairs. The combination of thermal and electrochemical modeling
used in this work provides a qualified analysis for predicting the thermal and electrochemical
behavior of the cell. The proposed model’s predictions are also validated by comparing them
with experimental data.
It is vital to evaluate the model for the scale of heat generation and heat transfer inside
the electrochemical cell to predict the thermal response of Li-ion batteries.
In this work, the results of 3D electro-thermal modeling have been validated using
physical experiments carried out on LIBs. Temperature profiles of LIB obtained from 3D
modeling illustrated that most heat is accumulated around the positive tab of the battery due to
uneven distribution of current density and local internal resistance [40].

4.3 Experimental Study
4.3.1 Experimental setup
In this study, all the experimental tests are performed on commercially available lithiumion batteries (LiNiCoAlO2)/Graphite. In these experiments, pouch-type Li-ion PL7872196
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battery, fabricated by Tenergy Corporation have been used. The battery has a capacity of 10
Ah. Other relevant parameters of the battery are provided in Tables 4.1-2.
Figure 4.1 displays the geometry of the pouch-type lithium ion batteries that includes 18
double coated cell sheets. All cells are connected in parallel and packed in a polymer laminate
aluminum pouch case.

Table 4.1. Specifications of the commercial LiNiCoAlO2.

Item

Cell

Nominal capacity

10Ah

Nominal voltage

3.7V

Standard charge current

0.2C A

Max charge current

2CA

Charge cut-off voltage

4.2V±0.05V

Max discharge current

2C A

Discharge cut-off voltage

2.5V

Weight

235g

Dimension (mm)

6.7*53*197

Storage temperature

≤1month

-20 ~ 45℃

≤3month

-20~ 35℃

≤6month

0 ~ 25℃

All the electrode tabs of the same type are welded together to form the battery terminals.
Each cell includes a layer of a positive current collector (CC), two positive electrodes (coated
on both sides of the CC), and a separator containing an electrolyte, two negative electrodes
(coated on both sides of the negative CC) and a negative current collector. The Li-ion cell is
shaped to obtain the desired physical dimensions of the current collectors, electrodes, and
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separator. X-ray diffraction analysis has been performed on the negative and the positive
electrodes to estimate electrical characteristics and materials inside the battery. The battery
uses

nickel

cobalt

aluminum

oxide

with

a

stoichiometry

close

to

Li

[Ni0.85Co0.10Al0.05]O2 known as (NCA) based cathode and mainly graphite (LixC6) based
anode. The positive and negative current collectors are made from foils of aluminum (Al) and
copper (Cu), respectively. The separator sheet that prevents physical or electronic contact
between the anode and cathode is formed from polypropylene polyethylene copolymer that
contains Lithium hexafluorophosphate (1M LiPF6: and a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC):
dimethyl carbonate (DMC) containing additives) formulation. The active electrodes and
separator layers are manufactured in the porous format that also includes the liquid electrolyte.

Figure 4.1. The stacked structure of the actual experimental battery with the pouch case.
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The 10 Ah pouch Li-ion cell has been tested using commercial battery cycler (MACCOR
model 4300 [28]) at various C-rates. To measure the time dependent temperature behavior
through the constant current charge/discharge time, the battery is located in a small chamber
with fixed temperature of 14 °C. In one set of experiments, we used four T-type thermocouples
with the accuracy of ±0.5ºC such that they are attached to the battery surface.
In the other set of experiments, we used IR sensitive camera to map the heat on battery
surface (results from IR camera are not included in this study). Thermocouples
placed in different locations, one at the vicinity of the positive tab (T1), one at the proximity
of the negative tab (T2), one at the center (T3) and one at the bottom of the battery (T4), as
illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. The experimental setup with the measuring T-type thermocouples and voltage sensors
attached to the batteries surface and tabs, respectively.
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Table 4.2. Model parameter in different regions.
Parameters

Cu(CC) Anode Separator

Thickness, 𝑳 (μm)

Cathode

Al(CC)

10

60

40

75

20

8900

2660

492

4770

2700

Specific heat capacity [2], 𝒄𝒑 (J kg K )

385

1437.4

1978

1172

903

Thermal conductivity [2], 𝑲 (W m-1 K-1)

398

1.04

0.334

1.85

238

0.3

0.4

0.28

Density [2, 3], 𝝆 (kg m-3)
-1

-1

Electrode volume fraction, ε
Maximum Li concentration in solid , 𝒄𝒔,𝒎𝒂𝒙 (mol m-3)

28688

Initial electrolyte concentration, cl (mol m-3)

1000

1000

1000

2.0

0

0.01

1.5

1.5

1.5

Solid phase electronic conductivity, σ (S m )
-1

6.0E7

Bruggeman exponent [4]
Anodic/Cathodic transfer coefficient, αa ,αc

20950

0.5
-2

-1

3.8E7

0.5

Convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝒉(W m K )[2, 5]

1e1.75

Faraday’s constant, 𝑭 (C mol-1)

96487.0

4.3.2 Experimental results
Figure 4.3.a-c provides the temperature variations of the battery surface with respect to time at
0.1, 0.5 and 0.8C-rates respectively. Figure 4.3.d shows the relative positions of thermocouples
(T1-T4) on the battery surface. Results show that the surface temperature close to the positive
tab for T1 increased about 0.6 ⁰C, 6.4 ⁰C and 10.9 ⁰C above the initial temperature after one
charge/discharge cycle at 0.1C, 0.5C, and 0.8C, respectively. Temperature from thermocouple
T2 for the same C-rates was raised to about 0.55 ⁰C, 5.7 ⁰C, and 9.5 ⁰C. Similarly, the obtained
results from T3 at 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8C-rates were 0.52 ⁰C, 5.4 ⁰C, and 8.4 ⁰C individually; for the
T4 were 0.26 ⁰C, 3.7 ⁰C, and 5.7 ⁰C respectively. The measured surface temperature via
thermocouples at different locations confirmed that higher temperature is observed around the
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positive tab as compared to other areas and that the lowest temperature is seen in the opposite
direction at the bottom of the cell.

a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 4.3. Surface temperature profiles at a) 0.1 C-rate, b) 0.5C-rate and c) 0.8C-rate. d)
Temperature is measured closed to the positive tab (T1, blue lines), close to the negative tab (T2,
orange lines), center (T3, red lines) and at the bottom of the battery (T4, yellow lines).
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It can also be verified that there is a higher surface temperature at higher C-rate as
expected. The internal heat generated due to the heat of reactions and Joule heating causes the
variation of temperature profile with cycle time which will be discussed later.
The current and voltage profiles during charge and discharge with a short rest time (5
minutes) at 0.8 C-rate are shown in Figure 4.4. It is illustrated that at the beginning of the rest
period the voltage dropped faster due to electrical IR loss. Later the voltage decreases more
gradually due to the slower diffusion of ions in and from solid electrodes and in the liquid
electrolyte. The voltage drops are primarily because of the IR and diffusion settling in the cell
during the rest period.

Figure 4.4. Current and voltage profiles versus time during charge and discharge containing a short
rest period of 5 minutes at 0.8 C-rate.
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Since the capacity of the battery is 10Ah voltage response of the battery during discharge
processes at 0.1C, 0.5C and 0.8C discharge rates corresponding to 1A, 5A and 8A are
measured. In the Figure 4.5 maximum capacity of 15.68 Ah at 0.1C discharge rate and the
minimum capacity of 7.31 Ah at 0.8C discharge rate are reported within the voltage limits of
4.2 – 2.5 volts. The battery capacity is rated at 0.2C. As the usable capacity of the battery
depends on the current discharge rate, consequently the higher the discharge current, the lower
is the usable capacity within the upper and lower voltages, and this finding is in agreement
with other similar findings in the literature [41].

Figure 4.5. Experimental data on the variation of battery voltage versus capacity for different
discharge conditions in C-rate.
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4.4 Model development
In this part of work, the model development and simulation case studies performed on
COMSOL Multiphysics version 5.2a software are conducted to predict the LIB chargedischarge behavior and heat generation rate of cells at different C-rates.
To illustrate the electric potential, total charge/discharge current, voltage loss, electrolyte
phase concentration, and local current density, electrode particle heat generation a cross section
in one-dimensional electrochemical-thermal model is proposed. It implies that edge effects in
the length and height of the battery are neglected.
First results are obtained from a 1D time-dependent electrochemical model after applying
8A to the positive current collector terminal boundary. The subsequent results are achieved by
coupling a time- dependent thermal model with the electrochemical model.
To study the relationship between the cell units and the battery during the discharge
process, 1D ECT coupled model has been extended to a 3D cell stacks model including
multiple electrode pairs via coupling the lithium ion battery module and the heat transfer
module.
It is assumed that the battery consists of 18 cell stacks on both 1D and 3D models. Unit
cells are made by defining five different layers, and the material has been set for all cell
components according to the battery under experiment. Moreover, the initial temperature of
the battery is assumed to be equal to the ambient temperature, and it has been set to 14 ⁰C
during the discharge process according to the experimental test. Convective heat flux has been
used to calculate the heat dissipation on the surface of the cell.
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4.4.1 Electrical model
The electrochemical model provides the relationship of current distribution inside the battery
layers, and the local charge transfers current density, exchange current density and over
potential. We used the general treatment that introduced by Newman for modeling the current–
voltage relations inside the cell components [30].
The discharge process causes lithium ions inside solid LixC6 to migrate towards the
electrode surface and into the electrolyte layer, and reside in the cathode material of the battery.
During charge process, the ions move through the electrolyte from the positive to the negative
electrode and attach to the carbon where they produce lithiated NCA, LiNiCoAlO2.
Figure 4.6 gives a schematic illustration of a unit cell of the battery during
charge/discharge process. It shows pores of polymer components, i.e., electrodes and separator
are filled with an electrolyte liquid which allows movement of lithium ions between the
electrodes. The arrows specify the direction and magnitude of the current flowing in the current
collectors. The current from the external circuit flows into the cell distributed on the entire
current collectors, through the tabs and then flows into all the local regions containing active
materials distributed on the entire current collectors.
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Figure 4.6. Schematic of a unit cell of the battery including positive and negative porous electrodes,
a porous separator, and current collectors during charge and discharge process.

The electrochemical reactions during the charge/discharge can be expressed as in the cathode
composite electrode [42] due to redox reactions on the transition metals, given by,
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
+

Li1−x [ Ni0.85 Co0.10 Al0.05 ]O2 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + 𝑥𝑒

−

→
←

Li[Ni0.85 Co0.10 Al0.05 ]O2
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

(1)
in the anode composite electrode [42],
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

𝐿𝑖𝑥 𝐶6

→
←

6𝐶 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑥𝑒 −

(2)

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

The charge balance equation for electron transport in the solid phase 𝑖𝑠 is formulated as:
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𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑠 = −𝜎𝑠

∇∅𝑠

(3)
𝑒𝑓𝑓

To determine the effective conductivities of the solid phase 𝜎𝑠
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜎𝑠

, the following equation is used,

= 𝜎𝑠 𝜀𝑠 𝛾

(4)

where 𝜎𝑠 is electrical conductivity, 𝜀𝑠 is the electrode volume fraction, and γ is the Bruggeman
coefficient that is set to 1.5 in this model, ∅𝑠 is the solid phase potential.
The charge balance equation for lithium ion transport in the electrolyte phase is given
below,

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑙 = −𝜎𝑙
𝑒𝑓𝑓

where 𝜎𝑙

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝛻∅𝑙 +

2𝑅𝑇𝜎𝑙
𝐹

(1 +

𝜕 ln 𝑓±
𝜕 ln 𝑐𝑙

) (1 − 𝑡+ )∇(ln 𝑐𝑙 )

(5)

defines the effective ionic conductivity of the electrolyte phase, the average molar

activity coefficient is 𝑓± , 𝑡+ is the transference number for lithium ions, and 𝑐𝑙 is the lithium
ion concentration in the liquid electrolyte phase. 𝑅 and 𝑇 are universal gas constant and
temperature of the electrolyte respectively [36, 43].
In the electrolyte, the current collector boundaries are ionically insulating for the ionic
charge balance. On the negative electrode’s current collector, a potential of 0V used for the
electronic current balance. At the positive current collector, the current density is specified
according to the C-rates.
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The internal boundaries in front of the separator are electronically insulated for
electronic current in adjacent layers. The local charge transfer current density 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 in the
electrode is defined by Butler-Volmer equation given below:
𝛼 𝐹

𝑎
𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝑖0 {exp ( 𝑅𝑇
) − exp( )}

(6)

where 𝑖0 is the exchange current density from Equation (7),
𝛼

(𝑐𝑙 )

𝑎
𝑖0 = 𝐹(𝑘𝑐 )𝛼𝑎 (𝑘𝑎 )𝛼𝑐 (𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑠 ) (𝑐𝑠 )𝛼𝑐 (𝑐

𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝛼𝑐

)

(7)

In these equations 𝛼𝑎 and 𝛼𝑐 are the anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients, η is the
local surface over potential, 𝐹 is the Faraday’s constant, 𝑘𝑐 and 𝑘𝑎 are cathodic and anodic
rate constants respectively. The 𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum lithium concentration at the surface of
the active electrodes, and 𝑐𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the electrolyte reference concentration on the surface of the
active particles. The equation for the overpotential is :
𝜂 = ∅𝑠 − ∅𝑙 − 𝐸𝑒𝑞

(8)

where 𝐸𝑒𝑞 is the open circuit potential, ∅𝑠 is the solid phase potential, and ∅𝑙 is the
electrolyte phase potential. The local current obtained from the model is used to study the
electrochemical behavior of the cell and get the Joule heating during charge-discharge
processes.
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4.4.2 Thermal model
Heat is generated within the active battery material. The thermal model is developed to predict
the temperature distribution inside the battery using energy balance equation.
The energy balance calculations that are affected by the reversible heat generated due to
the reversible chemical reaction and the irreversible ohmic heat are necessary to obtain
consistent prediction of heat generation inside the battery and the time-dependent temperature
profiles [5].
Thus, it is essential to have a strong coupling between the electrochemical and thermal
models of the battery.
The generated heat caused by reversible entropy change can be defined as [4]:

∆𝑆 = −

𝜕∆𝐺
𝜕𝑇

= −𝑛𝐹

𝜕𝑉 °

(9)

𝑛𝑇

where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy change and is given by,
∆𝐺 = −𝑛𝐹𝑉°

(10)

During the charge/discharge processes, the battery generates heat that can be described as,

𝑞̇ = 𝐼(𝑉 ° − 𝑉) − 𝐼𝑇

𝜕𝑉 °
𝜕𝑇

(11)

By considering the battery as a unit, the energy equation would be in the following form [36,
43]:
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𝜕𝑇

𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑡 = 𝑘∇2 𝑇 + 𝑞̇ − ℎ𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎 )

(12)

where 𝜌 is density, 𝐶𝑝 is the battery heat capacity, ℎ is the convection heat transfer at the outer
surface of the battery coefficient, 𝐴 is the battery surface area, and 𝑇𝑎 is the ambient
temperature. Appropriate selection of ℎ allows combining the effect of different cooling rates
at different stages of heat rejection.
Since the electrode thickness in the z-direction (normal to electrode surface) is very small
compared to their dimensions in x- and y-directions, the temperature will be uniform in zdirection [44]. Thus in the thermal model, the heat is assumed to be independent of the zdirection. Consequently, the thermal conductivities are anisotropic in the 3D thermal model
has a higher value along the battery sheets than in the direction normal to the sheets. In the zdirection, the thermal conductivity 𝐾𝑇,𝑦 , is calculated from the formula [45].

𝐾𝑇,𝑦 =

∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑦
∑

𝐿𝑖,𝑦
𝐾𝑇,𝑖,𝑦

(13)

The thermal conductivities in the x- and z- directions are calculated according to [45]

𝐾𝑇,𝑥 =

𝐾𝑇,𝑧 =

∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑥 𝐾𝑇,𝑖
∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑥

∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑧 𝐾𝑇,𝑖
∑ 𝐿𝑖,𝑧

(14)

(15)

where 𝐿𝑖 are the thicknesses of the layers of the cell, and 𝐾𝑇,𝑖 is the thermal conductivity of
the materials constituting these layers. The density (𝜌) and heat capacity 𝐶𝑝 of the active
battery material is calculated according to [45],
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𝜌=

𝐶𝑝 =

∑ 𝐿𝑖 𝜌 𝑖

(16)

∑ 𝐿𝑖

∑ 𝐿𝑖 𝐶𝑝
∑ 𝐿𝑖

𝑖

(17)

In an improved simulation approach, the proposed method is extended to a 3D ECT
model to accommodate the genuine non-homogeneous heat generation in the present model.
In this approach, the 3D computational model consists of active battery materials and the
positive and negative tabs. The performance of this model is demonstrated in the next section.

4.4.3 Simulation results
Figure 4.7 represents the charge/discharge current and voltage performance of the model at
0.8C-rate after 60 minutes of discharge, 5 minutes of open-circuit (rest period) and 50 minutes
charge at 8A, and finally an open-circuit condition. The voltage profile presented in Figure 4.7
shows that during both discharge and charge, the cell voltage experiences ohmic losses of
around 63 mV and a concentration overpotential of approximately 22 mV. The current is set to
0A during the rest period. It means an immediate relaxation of the voltage is caused due to the
relaxation of ohmic losses followed by a slower relaxation of the concentration overpotential.
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Figure 4.7. Charge/Discharge current and voltage at 0.8C as a function of time.

The cell voltage deviated from the open circuit voltage once the current flow through the
cell because of the overpotential or electrochemical polarization.
The overpotential can be represented as the charge transfer or activation overpotential,
the ohmic overpotential, and the concentration overpotential.
The reaction overpotential and electrolyte potential are two primary losses in the battery
as shown in Figure 4.8.a. The electrolyte potential curves are assumed to be zero at the center
of the separator since the variation between two curves and their gradients are concerned. This
plot shows that the electrolyte potential at the end of discharge is increased. This increase
suggests that a small concentration of polarized particles/ions cause the growth of ohmic heat
generation during discharge. The polarization heat is equal to the overpotential multiplied by
the current, and it is mainly due to the Joule heating inside the battery [29]. The influence of
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the polarized ion concentration is indicated by considering the difference between the initial
electrolyte potential and the potential at the end of discharge step.
Therefore, to investigate the reason for the steep voltage decrease, the electrolyte
concentration profile at several stages during the charge and discharge cycle is observed in
Figure 4.8.b. Because of the intercalation reaction in the cell, the lithium ion concentration in
negative electrode at the beginning of charge and the end of charge are 970 mol/m3 and 846
mol/m3 respectively. These are lower than the lithium ion concentration in positive electrode
at the beginning of charge (1004 mol/m3) and the end of the charge (1007 mol/m3) time.
Observably, due to de-intercalation, the Li-ion concentration at the beginning and end of
discharge process are higher in the negative electrode than the positive electrode [16].
The energy loss due to the polarization is dissipated as permanent heat through both
charge and discharge cycles. The low effective diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte leads to
a significant concentration polarization in the cell which causes a variation in ionic
conductivity and concentration overpotential.
Figure 4.9 shows the local current density distribution within the battery at the different
time during the discharge. The local current density is affected by the distribution of the lithium
concentration at the surface of particles in the solid phase variations. By the variation of surface
concentration, the equilibrium voltage also changes, resulting in variation of reaction
overpotential as well as local current density that causes considerable overall voltage loss in
the battery.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.8. a) Comparison of over potential and electrolyte potential at the beginning and end of
discharge. b) Electrolyte concentration outline at different times.
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Lithium-ion concentration is a function of C-rate, which causes the ohmic heat generation
in an electrolyte. So, the ohmic heat generation is caused by the gradient of the lithium ion
concentration, causing an increase in internal ionic resistance [16].

Figure 4.9. Local current density distribution within the battery during the discharge at various times.

The concentration distribution of lithium in the solid phase during the discharge is plotted
in Figure 4.10. The negative electrode’s concentration in the particle center at 3600 second
varies from 3565 mol/m3 to approximately 456 mol/m3 at the surface with a consistent
difference along the width of the cell.
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Figure 4.10. Concentration distribution of lithium in the solid particle.

The variation along the width at the positive electrode is around 21406 mol/m3 surface
concentration at the electrolyte interface and 21016 mol/m3 at the positive current collector.
This small variation can demonstrate a uniform current distribution due to the robust electrode
conductivity.
The battery is assumed to be in a full charge state initially. The accuracy of the model
was validated by comparing with experimental data. Figure 4.11.a shows the variation of
battery open circuit voltage versus time during the discharge process with respect to time at
0.8 and 0.5 C-rates. The average calculated temperature during 0.8C, 0.5C constant current
discharge processes has been measured experimentally to explain the spatial and temporal
temperature behavior in the battery. To maintain the temperature rise within the allowed range
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(less than 30 K), a small convective heat transfer coefficient, ℎ = 5 Wm-2K-1, is applied to the
surfaces and boundaries of the battery [12, 46, 47]. Temperature rise within the battery model
after 0.5C discharge is 3.6 ⁰C and after 0.8C is 6.2 ⁰C. Figure 4.11.b compares the measured
surface average temperature profiles of the battery during discharge at 0.5C and 0.8C with the
ones obtained from the numerical model, at varying discharging times, to validate the results
of the proposed numerical simulation model. Overall, the numerical simulation results are in
excellent agreement with the data obtained from the experiments.
To analyze and compare the temporal behavior of the heat generation in the negative
electrode, separator, and positive electrode, ohmic heat, and entropic heat are plotted in Figure
4.12.a. These are calculated from the collected data at the end of discharge time (55 minutes).
It is observed that both reversible and irreversible heat generations are more significant in
regions close to the separator due to higher current density and reaction rate in these areas.
Figure 4.12.b shows the total heat generation at the beginning and end of discharge and charge
processes. During the discharge process, the internal resistance of cathode varies from its
minimum value to its maximum. Therefore, the lowest heat generation in cathode side is
observed at the beginning of discharge. At the end of discharge, the resistance of cathode is
maximum which leads to high heat generation. However, it should be mentioned that the
temperature gradient throughout the cell surface is negligible because of the small Biot number
(Bi) described as follows:

𝐵𝑖 =

ℎ𝑙
𝐾

=

10×0.00182
30

= 6.1 × 10−4 ≪ 1

(18)
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where h is convection heat transfer coefficient, l is the ratio of cell volume to surface area, and
k is the cell thermal conductivity. The change in entropy generation, due to the different charge
and discharge reactions, causes the difference in heating rate between charge and discharge.
Our proposed one-dimensional electrochemical simulation can accurately predict the
electrochemical performance of any size LIB at various C-rates. The heat generation is nonhomogeneous in a real battery due to current density distribution and local internal resistance
[26, 36]. Consequently, the geometric design of electrodes and current collectors are important
parameters to design a thermally stable LIB especially at high C-rates [36].

4.4.4 3D electrochemical –thermal model
A LIB consists of many cell units that have great influence of ECT on battery’s performance
and safety. The 3D electrochemical –thermal model developed in this work is an extension of
the proposed 1D model over the volume to predict, analyze and optimize the more complex
time-dependent interactions in the batteries.
To optimize the design of a thermal management system of LIBs for larger scale
applications, the perception of the 3D distribution of potential, current, reaction rate,
temperature, heat generation, and tab effects are critical. This model used the variation of
voltage as a function of current to solve the 3D current distribution in the battery that increased
the computational efficiency and convergence stability of a fully resolved 3D system of nonlinear differential equations.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.11. Comparison of simulation results to experimental during the discharge constant
current at 0.5 and 0.8 C-rates. a) Variation of battery open circuit voltage versus time. b) Average
surface temperature profiles of the battery. Symbols correspond to measured values and lines
represent the calculated values.
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Figure 4.13.a illustrates the schematic of a single cell unit assembly consisting of current
collecting tabs, two positive porous electrodes, separator and two negative porous electrodes.
The computational domain of a 3D battery composed of 18 double layers cells is shown on
Figure 4.13.b.
The current density distribution at the end of discharge (55 minutes) within the battery is
plotted in Figure14. The red streamlines in Figure 4.14.a. are shown the direction of the current
which is flowing from the negative tab toward the positive tab. The electrode current density
magnitude in the battery is indicated by the contours in Figure 4.14.b. It is observed that by
increasing the distance from the negative tab, the magnitude of the current density has been
decreased. The local current density (𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 ) calculated by equation (6), which is very small close
to the edges and bottom of the battery, deliver the charges in the electrochemical reaction from
the negative electrode to the positive electrode.
The potential difference between the negative current collector and positive current
collector of the battery is defined as its working voltage. Figure 4.15 displays the distribution
of the electric potential within the positive current collector during the discharge at 0.8C from
the various DOD. The DOD is assumed from a full charge battery (4.2V). It can be observed
that the value of the potential at the discharge time of 10s is 4.2V, it is 3.5V and 2.5V at the
discharge time of 30 min and 55 min, respectively.
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Figure 4.12. a) Temporal evaluation of ohmic heat and entropic heat at the end of discharge
process. b) The total heat generated within the battery during charge/discharge process.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.13. a) Schematic of a single cell unit assembly. b) Geometry of the computational domain
(electrode-separator stack) of a pouch-type 3D LIB consisting of 18 double layers cells.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.14. a) The electrode current density vector within the battery (red streamlines) is shown the
current enter into the negative tab and exit to positive tab during the discharge process (t=55 min).
b) The electrode current density magnitude within the battery is shown using contours.
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In Figure 4.16, the calculated and measured temperature response of the battery at 0.8C
during the discharge process is shown. Plots (a)-(c) show the surface temperature distribution
of the 3D model after 1 minutes, 30 minutes and 55 minutes respectively.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.15. Electric potential distribution on the positive current collector during the discharge
process at 0.8C: a) after 10 seconds, b) after 30 minutes, and c) after 55 minutes.
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The maximum temperature difference is observed around the positive tab because the
heat generation is much faster all over the tab.

a)

b)
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Figure 4.16. Surface temperature distribution from based battery model during the discharge at 0.8C
constant current. a) After 1 minute. b) After 30 minutes. c) After 55 minutes. d) From four different
locations (close to the positive tab, close to the negative tab, center of the battery and bottom of the
battery) are shown to validate the time dependent temperature results obtained from the 3D model.
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Moreover, since the positive current collector is the main heat source in the tabs region,
the temperature decreased from the positive tab in the direction of the negative tab. Plot (d)
correspond the measured surface temperature profile against time from four different locations
using T1-T2 thermocouples to validate the time-dependent temperature results obtained from
the 3D model.
As displayed in the plot (c) the maximum temperature difference at the end of discharge,
between the hottest and coldest spot are 8.4 ⁰C and 4.4 ⁰C, respectively.
It is shown that the temperature is higher in the region close to the tabs than the center
and the bottom of the battery.
This comparison shows favorable agreement between numerical simulation and
experimental data. It can be further explained by the plot of current density around the positive
tab illustrated in Figure 4.14 that is greater than the current density on the negative side.
Furthermore, to demonstrate the accuracy of our calculations, predictions for the OCV
and average temperature response of the proposed 3D model are compared to voltage and
temperature response of the experimented battery during a 0.8C-rate discharge in Figure 4.17
(a)-(b) respectively. The current distribution produces potential gradient on both electrodes,
consequently affecting the heat generation rates and temperature distribution within the
battery. Therefore, adding the positive and negative tabs to the 3D battery model can influence
the current distribution on the current collectors.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.17. 3D model performance validation: a) calculated average surface temperature profile of
the battery at 0.8C constant current is compared to experimental temperature measurement, b)
calculated OCV voltage response of the battery during constant-current di discharge process at 0.8C
rate validated by experimental OCV measurement.
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4.5 Conclusion
The electrochemical and thermal behavior of pouch-type Li-ion batteries during
charge/discharge cycles was investigated experimentally as well as numerically. Initially, a 10
Ah LiNiCoAlO2 Li-ion cell at 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8 C-rates was experimentally examined. The
temperature rise during the charge and discharge cycles were accurately measured using four
T-type thermocouple sensors attached to the surface of the battery at various locations. The
results indicated that accumulation of the temperature in regions close to the tab is higher than
those in the center and close to the bottom of the battery. Furthermore, the magnitude of the
heat is greater on the positive tab with respect to the negative tab.
A 1D electrochemical-thermal coupling model was developed to predict and optimize
the electrochemical-thermal behavior of the considered LIB. Later the proposed numerical was
extended to a 3D electrochemical-thermal model to investigate the current distribution and heat
generation within the battery during the discharge process.
The variation of cell potential, current density and temperature distribution of the
simulated cell during the discharge was presented. The performance of the proposed systems
has been verified with experimental results. The effect of electrical contact resistance between
the current collectors and terminals of the cell has been studied by adding positive and negative
tabs. The placement of tabs has a significant effect on the heat generation rate and distribution
of the current density and electric potential inside the battery. The 3D model provides an
efficient method to observe the detailed information of the ECT performance and temporal
estimation of the LIBs over a wide range of temperature and C-rates, which are difficult to
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obtain by the experimental method. To achieve the high-accuracy results quickly and at
relatively lower computational costs than with default mesh settings, the swept meshing
method applied to create the geometry. The analysis method established in this paper have the
potential to be used to reduce the maximum temperature and maintain the temperature
uniformity of the cells, especially in battery pack designs for EVs. The results revealed that
the effect of tab placement should be considered in the design of LIBs. The model can be
extended to investigate the effect of electrical contact resistance between the terminals and the
tabs of the cell, current distribution and heat dissipation of a battery module or pack, which is
important in EV and HEV battery design.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF LITHIUM-ION
BATTERY KEY PARAMETERS
This work has been submitted to Electrochimica Acta - Journal – Elsevier, 2017

5.1 Summary
An experimentally validated modeling technique has been developed to analyze the
polarization, and corresponding internal resistance of an NCA/Graphite based lithium-ion cell.
The model constitutes a theoretical basis for the discussion regarding the cell capacity, energy
efficiency, internal resistance, rate capability, heat distribution, specific energy and power
capability of a lithium-ion cell. Simulations using the actual parameters have demonstrated
that the battery in its existing design is ohmically limited for high power applications. Some
of the defined properties studied in this work may have a significant role in the design of battery
management system for EVs and HEVs. The simulation results have shown the dependency of
cell capacity, internal cell resistance, and the cell SOC on the temperature of operation.
Therefore, it is essential to have a precise knowledge of the cell operating behavior in a wide
range of SOC and temperature to predict cell energy and power delivery. The presented method
provides the opportunity to find optimal cell operation requirements and parameters for cell
design.
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5.2 Introduction
The lithium-ion battery has been considered for powering high-end electronics applications in
industries such as portable phones, camcorders, computers, medical devices, and for
electrification of vehicles and back-ups for solar and wind energy sources. The LIBs used in
the EVs and HEVs lose capacity and power with aging. LIBs are expected to supersede the
nickel/metal-hydride battery packs utilized in some of the existing hybrid electric vehicles due
to their higher energy storage and power densities and lower self-discharge [48-50]. LIBs have
a high energy and power density in comparison with other commercial secondary batteries
such as nickel-metal hybrid and lead-acid batteries. The EV and HEV battery performances
usually investigated in term of the power capability and the energy efficiency through applying
high discharge and charge current that causes a significant increase in battery temperature.
In general, temperature affects several aspects of a battery performance including
electrochemical reactions inside a battery, rates of charging and discharging, energy density
and power capability, cycle life and shelf life, battery safety and reliability, and battery cycle
cost. The main concerns of consumers are to extend the service life, safety, and reliability of
the battery on board of an electric vehicle. Essentially, the heat generation in cells caused by
exothermic reactions and exothermic heat generated by entropy change and chemical reactions
[51]. Therefore, the key parameters to define the performance of lithium ion batteries are
capacity, internal resistance, power capability, battery temperature, and self-discharge. The
specific energy of a battery is determined via its capacity (Ah) and voltage (V) per unit weight
(Wh/kg), while the internal resistance restricts the specific power and available energy that is
limited by the specified cell cut-off voltages.
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In a system with the battery as the only power and energy source such as EVs and when
cell operates in charge depleting mode in HEVs, the high power capability that requires high
drain current is critical. Therefore, it is vital to improv the LIBs power capability, safety and
lifetime at higher currents and temperatures [52-54].
The internal battery resistance analysis represents the battery voltage drop under the
current load, hence the capability of the battery to obtain a reliable power strongly associated
with the internal resistance. The LIBs require functioning within a specified voltage range for
safety purposes and extended cycle life. The dynamic nature of the internal cell resistance is
an essential parameter to measure performance, SOC, and state of health (SOH) of the battery.
The overall internal resistance of a battery is a function of ohmic resistances and
polarization resistances. The ohmic resistance caused by electrode materials resistance,
electrolytes resistance, separators resistance and contact resistances. The internal resistance is
rising from an applied electric current through an ohmic resistance within the electrode or the
electrolyte. Its effect on cell performance is important during the discharging process when the
current flows from the anode to the cathode, and mass transport through the electrolyte [23].
The battery conditions such as SOC, the temperature, the current rate and eventually the
previous cell history affect the cell resistance. The resistance caused by the kinetics of the
electrochemical charge transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface and resistance due to the
mass transport across electrolyte and electrode materials are considered as the kinetic
polarization resistance. Therefore, the internal cell resistance that contains the kinetic and
ohmic polarization is in defining battery power. Therefore, the proper analysis of internal
resistance is necessary for establishing battery management system.
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The polarization refers to the deviation of electrode potential from its equilibrium states
and depends on current density at the electrode/electrolyte interface. The electrode polarization
may occur at the anode and cathode causing anodic and cathodic polarizations. In addition to
the general ohmic polarization, there are two types of polarization: the kinetic or activation
polarization, and the diffusional or mass transport polarization. Accordingly, to understand the
battery performance, many analysis have been made from the perspective of electrochemical
reaction mechanism and charging control algorithm. Regarding the influence of lowering the
charging time of LIBs for their commercial purpose of

fast charging for high power

applications, cell component variables were studied to check their effects on charging time
[24]. Between the variables in the study, cathode thickness held the greatest impact on the
charging time of Lithium-ion cells. However, the lithium metal deposition on the anode has
increased the self-discharge rate and reduced the safety aspects of lithium-ion cells. Jiuchun
Jiang [55], proposed a polarization based charging boundary curve to improve charging speed
and reduce polarization of the battery at the same time. The results indicated that the
appropriate charging current values should consider the temperature rise, battery service life,
and charge efficiency. Nyman [48] presented a method that described the physical and
chemical processes to investigate how the polarization changed in a battery cell, and showed
that the limits vary depending on how the cell is utilized. Though, using a thicker electrode
thickness decreased the cell performance particularly for the high power application. The
battery performance and cell polarization improved at the higher ionic conductivity of the
electrolyte which effects on the mass transport within the electrolyte.
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A battery is a complex system, and its behavior strongly depends on the nonlinear and
time-dependent capacitive and ohmic performances of the cell components. Very few
modeling studies have been carried out to investigate and optimize the performance of
LiNi0.85Co0.10Al0.05O2 (NCA) based electrode through studying the dynamic polarization and
time-dependent internal resistance of the LIBs.
This work provided quantification of the electrodes polarization (voltage loss) and
associated internal cell resistance. The results can be used to minimize the internal cell
resistance and provide a high power capability.
The primary aim is to extensively investigate the temperature dependent
charge/discharge rates, internal resistance values, and effect of these parameters on battery
performance. The secondary aim is to improve the battery power capability by optimizing the
polarization voltage drop induced by a discharge pulse current.

5.3 Experimental
In this work, we present a systematic study base on a prismatic LP6745135-10C-type
lithium-ion battery NCA cathode and graphite anode with a total capacity of 4 Ah. The battery
specs are listed in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the cell that is constructed from 40 unit cells, making
20 double sid coated plates connected in parallel and packed in a polymer laminated aluminum
pouch case.
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Table 5.1. Characteristics of the LP6745135-10C-type LIB.
Item
Nominal capacity

Cell
4Ah

Nominal voltage

3.7V

Standard charge current

0.2C

Max charge current

1C

Charge cut-off voltage

4.2V±0.05V

Max discharge current

10C

Discharge cut-off voltage

2.7V

Weight

91g

Dimension (mm)

6*42*127

The current from the external circuit flows into the cell tab, then flows into all the local
regions of the battery generating reactions at the negative and the positive electrodes and
lithium-ion migration through the electrolyte. All the electrode tabs of the same type are
welded together to form the battery terminals. Each unit cell includes a layer of the positive
current collector, positive electrode, a separator containing electrolyte, negative electrode and
a negative current collector.
The simplified schematic layout of Lithium-ion cell is shaped to obtain the desired
physical dimensions of the current collectors, electrodes, and separator, shown in Figure 5.1.b.
Figure 5.2 displays the X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis of anode (-) and cathode (+) to
indicate the materials used in the cell. The positive (+) and the negative (-) current collectors
are made from aluminum foil and copper foil, respectively.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.1. a) The stacked structure of the original experimental battery with the pouch case. The
cell is constructed from 40 double side coated plates making 20 cells connected in Parallel. b)
Simplified schematic layout of a prismatic cell.

The separator sheet which prevents physical or electronic contact between the anode and
the cathode is a porous polypropylene polyethylene copolymer that contains liquid electrolyte
formulated from 1M Lithium hexafluorophosphate (1M LipF6) in a 50:50 mixture of ethylene
carbonate and dimethyl carbonate (EC: DMC).
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a)

b)

Figure 5.2. a) XRD analysis of anode and the cathode. b) XRD Reference for layered oxide cathode.

The commercial battery cycler (MACCOR) was used to measure voltage and capacity at
various C-rates (applied constant currents). The cell temperature maintained within 25±0.50C
during the measurements using a temperature test chamber.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.3. a) Current and voltage profiles versus time during charge and discharge containing a rest
period of 30 minute at different C-rates. b) Characteristics of the cell voltage variation during
discharge period and rest period.
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To obtain cell performance as a function of temperature, and validate the results with
numerical analysis, thermal images of the battery have been recorded using Infrared Camera
Incorporation (ICI) P9000). Infrared (IR) images can provide real-time thermal images by
converting the captured IR radiation from cell to surface temperature.
IR photography is a more accurate and flexible technique than installing many
thermocouples on the battery surface for evaluating the thermal behavior of the battery. The
cell has been charged at 0.2C = 0.8Ah rate to reach the full charge stat, and after a 30 minutes
rest period the battery was discharged. All measurement at various rates were carried out from
its fully charged state to the specified fully discharge state (60% SOC). The battery current and
voltage profiles during charge and discharge process are shown in Figure 5.3.a. It is illustrated
in Figure 5.3.b that at the beginning of the discharge period the voltage dropped faster due to
electrical ohmic resistance. Later the voltage decreases more gradually due to slower diffusion
of ions in the solid electrodes and liquid electrolyte. Additionally, the cell voltage variation
during the rest period, marked with the initial fast ohmic response and slow diffusional
response in Figure 5.3.b.

5.4 Model description
The well-established pseudo- one dimensional forms the basis of the electrochemical
model in this work. The geometry of the cell under investigation is given in Figure 5.4.a. The
battery internal resistance can be evaluated accurately by applying a pulse current and
measuring voltage changes. Figure 5.4.b shows the simplified electrical equivalent circuit
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model of vehicle power battery [56]. The model describes the following battery’s dynamic,
open circuit voltage, Voc, the battery internal ohmic resistance, Rint, and an RC-equivalent
circuit with a capacitor, Cp, and a resistor, Rp, in the parallel connection that contributes to the
cell capacitive and charge transfer resistance.

a)

b)

Figure 5.4. a) Schematic of a unit cell of the battery including positive and negative porous
electrodes, a porous separator, and current collectors during charge and discharge process. b) The
electrical equivalent circuit of a cell including open-circuit-voltage, cell ohmic resistance Rint and Rp
and Cp of the RC-circuit.
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The electrodes and separator layers are made in porous formats and contain a liquid
electrolyte, to improve active materials utilization in the battery. The NCA, which is a
promising cathode material with high energy and power densities, as well as good cycle has
been used and artificial graphite is used as the negative electrode.
The battery design optimization is complex and requires significant time and
experimental operation for a particular application. To speed up this process and provide
predictive electrode performance, computer simulations are beneficial. Optimization of the
LIB interface considers many physical battery properties like the thickness of electrodes and
separator, porosity of electrodes and separator, active materials particle size, ionic conductivity
and stability of electrolyte material, cut-off voltages during charge and discharge, and the
applicable SOC window. The more features that can be controlled accurately, the more reliable
available energy and power outputs, thermal behavior, cycle life, and battery safety can be
estimated.
There are many types of battery cells, including energy cell and power cell. The energy
cells provide more energy because of more active materials, denser and thicker electrode
coating and usually with longer cell aspect ratio. The power cells may require thinner and more
porous electrodes leading to a faster utilization of electrodes active materials. Therefore, to
obtain maximum available energy and power outputs (known as P/E ratio), it is important to
consider materials and design aspects of the electrodes. It allows using accurate modeling to
optimize battery for high power-demanding applications such as electric vehicle [57]. In this
work, the rate capability of the battery investigated in terms of polarization or internal cell
resistance.
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We have used an approach to include the SEI layer resistance effect in the simulations to
get good agreement with the experimental data and optimize the cell performance. Then, to
compensate the impact of various polarizations in the model, the optimization procedure has
been considered to vary the design adjustable parameters. The variable parameters (particle
size, porosity, and different stages of SOC) correlated to a process set to large or small values.
The strategy is based on dividing the polarization rise due to activation of the electrochemical
reaction, mass transport of species, and different film contact resistances.

5.5 Mathematical modeling
The battery performance during discharge affected by different design properties such as
electrolyte volume fractions (porosity) and electrode material particle sizes, thermodynamic
properties such as equilibrium potentials and lithium concentrations, transport properties such
as lithium diffusivities in electrode materials and electrolyte, and kinetic properties such as
intercalation reaction rate constants. The general model includes electronic current conduction
in the electrodes, ionic charge transport in the pores of the electrodes and separator, material
transport in the electrolyte to include the effects of lithium-ion concentration on ionic
conductivity and concentration overpotential. Fick’s Law governs the material transport within
the spherical intercalating particles that form the electrodes, and the Butler-Volmer equation
directs the charge transport in the electrode for the electrode kinetics.
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The charge and mass transport equations are used to describe the spatial and timedependent variation of the potential and the lithium-ion concentration in the solid electrodes
and the liquid electrolyte phases.
In this work, it is presumed that the lithium ion migrates through a film that prevents the
transport of ions on the surface of the active particle in the porous electrodes to react
electrochemically with the active material that causes an increase in resistance. This extra layer
resembles the existence of the SEI layer on the electrodes. The consequence of insufficient
contact between the electronically conducting diluent phase and the active material phase also
increases overall cell internal resistance. Both of these effects are modeled as a single film
resistance (𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 ) [48, 53, 58].
The electrochemical reactions during the discharge/charge in the cathode composite
electrode [42] due to redox reactions on the transition metal sites can be expressed as,
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
+

Li1−x [ Ni0.85 Co0.10 Al0.05 ]O2 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + 𝑥𝑒

−

→
←

Li[Ni0.85 Co0.10 Al0.05 ]O2 (1)
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

and the discharge/charge reaction in the composite anode is given by, [42],
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

𝐿𝑖𝑥 𝐶6

→
←

6𝐶 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 + + 𝑥𝑒 −

(2)

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
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5.5.1 Electrochemical Kinetic at the interface
The local charge transfer current density, 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 , in the electrode is defined by the ButlerVolmer kinetic expression given below [37]:
𝛼𝑎 𝐹𝜂

𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝑖0 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅𝑇

−𝛼𝑐 𝐹𝜂

) − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅𝑇

))

(3)

The exchange current density 𝑖0 and the magnitude of electrode potential polarization η
that denotes the voltage loss during discharge of the cell at various rates are given as [37],
𝛼

𝑎
𝑖0 = 𝐹(𝑘𝑐 )𝛼𝑎 (𝑘𝑎 )𝛼𝑐 (𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑠 ) (𝑐𝑠 )𝛼𝑎𝑐 (𝑐

𝑐𝑙
𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝜂 = ∅𝑠 − ∅𝑙 − ∆∅𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 − 𝑉𝑜𝑐

𝛼𝑎

)

(4)

(5)

where 𝛼𝑎 and 𝛼𝑐 are the anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients, 𝐹 is the Faraday’s
constant, 𝑘𝑐 and 𝑘𝑎 are cathodic and anodic rate constants respectively, 𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the
maximum lithium concentration at the in the solid phase, 𝑐𝑠 is the concentration of lithium in
the active material particle, 𝑐𝑙 is the lithium ion concentration in the liquid electrolyte phase,
𝑐𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the electrolyte reference concentration on the surface of the active particles before
application of current load, ∅𝑠 is the solid phase potential, ∅𝑙 is the electrolyte phase potential.

5.5.2 Charge conservation
The charge conservation in the positive and negative electrodes expressed as:
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∇𝑖𝑠 + ∇𝑖𝑙 = 0

(6)

∇𝑖𝑠 = −𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(7)

∇𝑖𝑙 = 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(8)

where 𝑖𝑠 denotes the electrical current density in the solid phase, and 𝑖𝑙 refers the ionic current
density in the electrolyte phase. The total electrode reaction current density, 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , is a
summation of the electrode reaction current density 𝑖𝑣,𝑚 and double layer current source, 𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙 ,
given by the following equations:
𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑚 𝑖𝑣,𝑚 + 𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙

(9)

𝑖𝑣,𝑚 = 𝑎𝑣 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐

(10)

𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙 = 𝑎𝑣,𝑑𝑙 𝑖𝑑𝑙

(11)

where 𝑎𝑣 is the active specific surface, 𝑎𝑣 =

3𝜀𝑠
𝑟𝑝

; 𝜀𝑠 is the electrode volume fraction, and 𝑟𝑝

is the particle size, 𝑖𝑑𝑙 is the double layer current density, 𝑖𝑑𝑙 = 𝑖𝜔(∅𝑠 − ∅𝑙 − ∆∅𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 )𝐶𝑑𝑙 ;
𝜔 is the frequency, ∆∅𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 is the solid phase film potential, ∆∅𝑠,𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 = 𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ; 𝐶𝑑𝑙 is the
electrical double layer capacitance, and 𝑎𝑣,𝑑𝑙 is the double layer area
where the total interface current density 𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the summation of ,
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑚 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚 + 𝑖𝑑𝑙

(12)
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5.5.3 Electron transport in the solid phase and lithium ion transport in the electrolyte phase
The total interface current transferred between the solid electrode particles and the electrolyte
solution for the anode and the cathode is given by the sum of the local charge transfer current
and electrical double layer current. The transport of electrons in the solid phase is defined by
equation (13). The transport of lithium ions in the liquid phase is expressed in equation (14).
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑠 = −𝜎𝑠

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑖𝑙 = −𝜎𝑙
𝑒𝑓𝑓

where 𝜎𝑠

𝛻∅𝑠
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝛻∅𝑙 +

2𝑅𝑇𝜎𝑙
𝐹

(1 +

(13)

𝜕 ln 𝑓±
𝜕 ln 𝑐𝑙

) (1 − 𝑡+ )∇(ln 𝑐𝑙 )

𝑒𝑓𝑓

is the effective conductivities of the solid phase, 𝜎𝑠

(14)

= 𝜎𝑠 𝜀𝑠 𝛾 , 𝜎𝑠 is electrical

conductivity, and the Bruggeman coefficient γ is set to 1.5 to calculate the tortuosity effect in
𝑒𝑓𝑓

the pours electrodes and separator. The 𝜎𝑙
𝑒𝑓𝑓

electrolyte phase, 𝜎𝑙

defines the effective ionic conductivity of the

= 𝜀𝑙 𝛾 𝜎𝑙 ; 𝜎𝑙 is the electrolyte conductivity, the average molar activity

coefficient is 𝑓± , 𝑡+ is the transference number of lithium ions. 𝑅 and 𝑇 are universal gas
constant and temperature of the electrolyte respectively [36, 43].

5.5.4 Mass conservation
The lithium species conservation in the spherical active material particle in solid electrode
phase is described as:
𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝑡

1

+𝑟

𝑝

2

𝜕
𝜕𝑟𝑝

𝜕𝑐

(−𝑟 2 𝐷𝑠 𝜕𝑟𝑠 ) = 0
𝑝

(15)
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where 𝐷𝑠 represent the diffusion coefficient of lithium in the solid phase and 𝑡 is the time. The
mass conservation in the electrolyte phase can be formulated by the Fick’s second law:

𝑁𝑙 = −𝐷𝑙,𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∇c𝑙 +

𝑖𝑙 𝑡+
𝐹

(16)

where 𝑁𝑙 the molar is the flux of lithium ions, and −𝐷𝑙,𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective diffusion coefficient
of lithium ions in the electrolyte.
5.5.5 Energy balance
In this model, the heat generation due to the electrochemical reaction is combined with the
energy equation as a source term. The summation of the produced heat in every two electrodes,
separator, and current collectors is the total heat generation in the battery. The three heat
sources are the reaction heat generation 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑎 , polarization heat generation 𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙 , and ohmic
heat generation 𝑄𝑜ℎ𝑚 .

Thus, it is essential to have a strong coupling between the

electrochemical and thermal models of the battery. The energy balance in the lithium ion
battery is given by [36, 43]:
𝜕𝑇

𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝜕𝑡 + ∇. (−𝑘∇𝑇) = 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑎 + 𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙 + 𝑄𝑜ℎ𝑚

(17)

where 𝜌 , 𝐶𝑝 and 𝑘 are the local density, heat capacity at constant pressure and thermal
conductivity of the battery material, respectively.
The reaction heat generation caused by reversible entropy change can be defined as [36,
43]:
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𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑎𝑣 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 𝑇

∇𝑉𝑜𝑐
𝜕𝑇

(18)

The irreversible electrochemical reaction dissipates as polarization heat and is described
by the following equation:
𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 𝑎𝑣 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 𝜂

(19)

The heat generation induced by ohmic effect is constituted of electrical heat generation
in the solid phase and ionic heat generation in the electrolyte phase as:
𝑄𝑜ℎ𝑚 = −𝑖𝑠 ∇∅𝑠 − 𝑖𝑙 ∇∅𝑙

(20)

It is crucial to develop electrode materials with higher capacity and rate capability, to
produce high power LIBs.
Essentially when discharging the battery under a constant current, the specific energy
(𝐸) is a measure of work per unit weight, and specific power 𝑃 is the rate at which the work
is done. In other words, power tells us how quickly can access the energy. The specific energy
and power can be calculated as:
1

𝑡

𝐸 = 𝑀 ∫0 (𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 . 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 )𝑑t
𝐸

𝑃=𝑡

𝑑

(21)

(22)

where the mass 𝑀 of the cell is in unit of kg .The energy efficiency 𝜂𝑒 of the battery under
charging-discharging is calculated as the ratio of energy output 𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡 over energy input 𝑊𝑖𝑛
[59]:
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𝑡

𝜂𝑒 =

𝑊𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑊𝑖𝑛

=

∫t 𝑜𝑢𝑡,2 (𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 .𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 )𝑑t
𝑜𝑢𝑡,1
𝑡𝑖𝑛,2
(𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 .𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 )𝑑t
𝑖𝑛,1

(23)

∫t

The energy efficiency of the battery during the charge/discharge processes should be
significantly less than 100% due to the various polarizations.

5.5.6 Estimation of Battery State of Charge (SOC)
The accuracy of the Coulomb counting method is influenced by the temperature, battery
history, discharge current, and cycle life [60]. To estimate the SOC of the battery the Coulomb
counting method is usually used that integrates the measured discharging current of the battery
over time. The SOC estimation using the Coulomb counting is based on the average
concentration of the lithium ion in the particle that excludes the impact of the polarizations,
and the concentration gradient from the surface to the bulk of sample is also ignored.
Accordingly, the SOC by the Coulomb counting based on average concentration and the
SOC at load condition in each electrode are calculated by the following equations respectively:

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑐 =

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑙 =

∫Ω
∫Ω

∫Ω

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

∫Ω

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑐𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑑Ω
𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑑Ω

𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 𝑑Ω
𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑑Ω

(24)

(25)

where 𝑐𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average species concentration in electrodes, and 𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the surface
species concentration.
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Moreover, the SOC of the cell can be defined by either Coulomb counting method or a method
that can include the effect of current load as follows,

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =

∫Ω
∫Ω

𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑Ω
𝑛𝑒𝑔 𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙

𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑Ω+∫Ω
𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑Ω
𝑛𝑒𝑔 𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙
𝑝𝑜𝑠 𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙

(26)

where 𝑐𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 is the inserted average cyclable lithium concentration in the electrode particles
which is defined as:
𝑐𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 = 𝑐𝑠,𝑎𝑣𝑔,𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥

(27)

The Cell SOC, at load, is computed as:

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑙 =

∫Ω
∫𝛺

𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑Ω
𝑛𝑒𝑔 𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙

𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑𝛺+∫Ω
𝑐
𝐹𝜀𝑠 𝑑Ω
𝑛𝑒𝑔 𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙
𝑝𝑜𝑠 𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙

(28)

where 𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 is the inserted cyclable lithium concentration at the surface of the electrode
particles which is defined as:
𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓,𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙 = 𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥

(29)

Additionally, the cell voltage (𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 ) is obtained from the local potential in the solid phase
and the electrolyte phase, and the potential of each electrode (𝑉) under load is expressed as,
𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = ∅𝑠 |𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑠

(30)

𝑉 = ∅𝑠 |𝑐𝑐 − ∅𝐿 |𝑠𝑒𝑝

(31)

where the 𝑐𝑐 means the current collector boundary and 𝑠𝑒𝑝 indicates the separator boundary.
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The total polarization (∆𝑉) is calculated as the difference between the cell voltage under load
and open-circuit cell voltage obtained from Coulomb counting method. The SOC are
furthermore used to compute the Coulomb or at load open-circuit potential of each electrode
and the corresponding open-circuit cell voltages.
∆𝑉 = 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑉𝑜𝑐 (𝑆𝑂𝐶)

(32)

The internal battery resistance can be measured using any one of the three available
methods; conductance, impedance, or resistance measurements. The internal resistance 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 is
calculated from Ohm’s law as follows,

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

−∆𝑉(𝑆𝑂𝐶)
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

|𝑡=𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒

(33)

5.6 Numerical method
The COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 has been used to solve the equations using the Finite
Elements Method (FEM). The model parameters are provided in Table 5.2.
The materials are accessible from the Batteries and Fuel Cells Material Library, and
mostly default settings are selected. The Lithium-Ion Battery module is connecting accounts
for electronic conduction in the electrodes, ionic charge transport in the electrodes and
electrolyte/separator, material transport in the electrolyte. It is providing the foundation of the
impacts of concentration on ionic conductivity and concentration overpotential, material
transport inside the spherical particles that form the electrodes, and Butler-Volmer electrode
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kinetics using experimentally measured equilibrium potential. The Ohm’s law was utilized to
explain the charge transport in the electrodes, while concentrated electrolyte theory applied for
a quiescent aprotic (1:2) electrolyte to express charge and mass transport in the electrolyte
phase. An extra dimension involved in the porous electrode domains to explain the transport
of solid lithium in the solid electrode phase using Fick’s law. The Initial Cell Charge
Distribution global node used to define the initial cell voltage or cell SOC of a battery cell.

Table 5.2. Model parameter in different regions.
Parameters

Cu (CC) Anode

Separator Cathode Al (CC)

Thickness, 𝑳 (𝝁m)

16

48

26

46

23

Density, 𝝆 (kg.m-3)

8900

2660

492

4770

2700

385

1437.4

1978

1172

903

398

1.04

0.334

1.85

238

Specific heat capacity, 𝒄𝒑 (J.kg-1.K-1)
-1

-1

Thermal conductivity, 𝑲 (W.m .K )
Electrolyte volume fraction in solid, 𝜺𝒔

0.3

Electrolyte volume fraction in electrolyte, 𝜺𝒍

0.2
0.4

Maximum Li concentration in solid, 𝒄𝒔,𝒎𝒂𝒙 (mol.m-3)

28688.7

Initial electrolyte concentration, cl (mol.m-3)

1000

1000

1000

2.0

0

0.01

1.5

1.5

1.5

Solid phase electronic conductivity, σ (S.m )
-1

6.0E7

Bruggeman exponent
Anodic/Cathodic transfer coefficient, αa ,αc

20950

0.5
-2

-1

3.8E7

0.5

Convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝒉 (W.m .K )

1e1.75

Faraday’s constant, 𝑭 (C.mol-1)

96487

To determine the SOC of the electrodes, both Coulomb and at load described in the
Lithium-Ion Battery interface. The coulomb in contrast to at load excludes the impact of any
polarization in the battery. An Event interface was also utilized to define the operation of the
cell within the upper and lower cut-off voltages. The Heat Transfer in solids interfaces were
used to model heat transfer in solids by conduction, convection, and radiation. A study node
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containing a Parametric Sweep study, a current initialization step and the time-dependent step
were applied to hold all the nodes which describe how to solve the model. The parametric
sweep could find the solution to a sequence of the stationary or time-dependent problem that
arises when you vary some parameters of interest include multiple independent parameters
directly for a full multi-parameter sweep. At each time step, two segregated steps considered,
the temperature distribution achieved by holding the electrochemical variables constant, and
then the results of temperatures at each mesh node utilized to renew the local electrochemical
and thermal parameters in the solver. The local parameters of each mesh node used to solve
the governing equations. The process repeated at each node till reaching the convergence. The
computations executed on a workstation of 64-bit Intel® Xeon® Processor 3.40E GHz
including 32GB random access memory.

5.7 Results and discussion
A capacity test with different currents under a constant temperature of 25 ºC is conducted at
various low and high C-rates (0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C, and 4C). The cell is fully discharged at
constant current rates of 0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C and 4C until the voltage reaches the bottom
cut-off voltage of 2.7 V. The available capacity of the cell is the number of ampere-hours that
can be drawn from the battery that is a function of the current and temperature. Therefore,
current and temperature values must be specified in the capacity definition. In Figure 5.5.a the
cell voltage (V) is presented as a function of capacity (Ah) for discharge at different rates.
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The thin solid lines are displaying the simulation results, and the thicker connected
markers are showing the experimental data. The measured data shows the maximum capacity
of 4.16 Ah at 0.2C discharge rate and the minimum capacity of 3.13 Ah reported at 4C
discharge rate within the voltage limits of 4.2 – 2.7 volts. As the usable capacity of the battery
depends on the current discharge rate, consequently the higher the discharge current, the lower
is the usable capacity that agrees with the literature [41]. It is evident that the performance is
limited by the polarization of the battery cell due to nonuniform current and concentration
distributions in the porous electrodes. Simulations indicate that the battery in its present design
is power limited.
In the development of the model to fit the experimental data satisfactory, the influence
of several parameters was verified and compared to the experimental results to show the
importance of each parameter.
For example, the value of diffusion coefficient of lithium in carbon considered as a first
variable to be a function of initial temperature and the time dependent heat generation or a
constant value in the cell at different rates. In this case, the simulated cell voltage, seen in
Figure 5.5.a showed no significant effect of the variable diffusion coefficient value on the
polarization of the cell for the lithium diffusion in the negative electrode. It is revealed that the
cell is not limited to the diffusion of lithium in the negative plate. In the case of constant value
diffusion coefficient at higher rates, the cut-of voltage occurred before the time that diffusion
limitation manifested as reported in the literature [37] too.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.5. Comparison of simulation and experimental measured Cell voltage at various rates. The
thin solid lines are displaying the simulation results, and the thicker connected markers are showing
the experimental data; a) without film resistance, and b) with film resistance.

Next, we have evaluated the impact of lithium concentration of active material on the
local charge transfer current density, by modifying the electrodes expression type from lithium
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insertion to the concentration dependent kinetic transport properties. The reduced species
expression 𝐶𝑅 and oxidized species expression 𝐶𝑂 has been added to the Butler-Volmer
equation (3) as follow:

𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝑖0 𝐶𝑅 (𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝛼𝑎 𝐹𝜂
𝑅𝑇

−𝛼𝑐 𝐹𝜂

) − 𝐶𝑂 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅𝑇

))

(34)

The simulation showed limited but not significant concentration-dependent effect on the
polarization of the cell due to local concentration change in the pore of electrodes. Thus lithium
insertion was described with the constant transport properties in the model. Therefore, an
additional internal resistance in the cells, beyond that initially predicted by the model, could
be described using either a contact resistance between cell layers or a film resistance of the
electrode particles. An adjustable parameter must be applied in simulation to achieve a good
agreement with the measured data. We found the best fit for the experimental results includes
adding a film resistance of 1000 Ω.cm2 on the negative electrode surface. The simulation
results using an additional film resistance presented in Figure 5.5.b displays the capacity
utilization decreases considerably with increased load that is agreed well with the experimental
data. There exists small deviation close to the end of the discharge process, which might be
owing to the rise of the internal resistance at the end of the discharging period. This analysis
showed the effect of SEI layers formed on electrodes in rate limitation of the cell performances.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of measured OCV against time with simulation results at 0.5C and 1C rates
during the discharge process.

The potential difference between the positive electrode and the negative electrode of a
battery cell is its OCV when no external electric current flows and the electrode potentials are
at equilibrium. The battery potential is governed by the OCV that develops as part of an
electrochemical reaction, the overvoltage cussed by lithium concentration polarization and
charge transfer polarization, and the voltage drop caused by internal ohmic resistant. The OCV
of LIBs has a significant effect in battery models that are used in BMS for automotive
application. It varies non-linearly during the discharge period. The OCV comparison of
simulation results at 0.5C and 1C rates with the experimental data are given in Figure 5.6. The
part of the polarization that arises due to a particular process is calculated directly from the
potential and concentration profiles in the cell. The sum of all contributions from different cell
components is therefore equal to the total polarization of the cell reported in Figure 5.7.a. An
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apparent increase in the polarization observed with raising the load. Subsequently, the internal
resistance is the determining factor for power, energy efficiency and heat generation in LIBs.
Therefore, the knowledge of this value is essential for designing the battery and thermal
management systems for automotive applications. The calculated internal resistance of the cell
against the capacity at different current rates presented in Figure 5.7.b. In fact, the temperature
is a critical factor to be taken into account for internal resistance calculation, since the
resistance of the electrolyte component is highly sensitive to the temperature variation. Hence
we took special attentions on the temperature measurement to investigate the temporal
temperature performance of the cell at variable current rates. The heat generation factors are
decomposed into three elements, namely, reaction heat value, polarization heat value, and
Joule heat value, which varies according to the variations in current and temperature [17].
Figure 5.7.c shows the average measured and simulated temperature rise on the cell
surface at different discharge rates in respect to the battery capacity. To maintain the
temperature rise within the desired operating temperature range (less than 45⁰C) [61], a small
convective heat transfer coefficient, h=5 Wm-2K-1, was applied to the surfaces and boundaries
of the battery. It observed that the average temperature of the cell grew slowly with the SOC
and sharply toward the end of the discharging period at each rate. The reason is a significant
polarization close to the end of the discharge process.
As expected, a significant heat generation occurred at 4C-rate as the temperature has a
clear correlation with the discharge current and the total polarization. The voltage drop is not
constant and changes during a discharge pulse. In the first moment after applying the current
pulse, the voltage drops immediately over the pure ohmic resistance of the battery.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 5.7. a) Estimated total polarization (voltage difference) against time at different current rates.
b) Calculated changing the trend of internal resistance at various current rates. c) Comparison of the
experimental and simulated average cell temperature during different discharge rates. d) Effect of
current rate on internal resistance and mean temperature evolution.
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Accordingly, increasing the internal resistance causes lower battery discharge voltage,
short discharge time, and have a direct impact on the battery power and energy characteristics.
The heat flow initiated from the electrodes towards the internal battery structure due to the
generated heat at the electrode–collector interface which can lead to a considerable temperature
rise in the cell. Consequently, increasing the temperature rises the mass transport of solid and
liquid phases which result in lower ohmic and mass transfer loss in the cell. The numerical
simulation results are in excellent consistency with the data obtained from the experiments.
However, there is some deviation in measured temperature curves at the middle of the
discharges at high C-rates. It may be affected by the thermal resistance of the additives applied
in the commercial batteries, including the resistance within the casing and the plastic shrink
wrap, which is not considered in this research. Figure 5.7.d plotted the variation of internal
resistance as a function of both temperature and current value through the discharging process.
It is observed the internal resistance increased at the lower temperature and decreased at the
higher temperature in the plug-in hybrid battery during winter and summer season [50].
The lower electrode kinetic reactions considerably increased the internal resistance of the
cell at low temperatures resulting in a poor performance [23]. Therefore, the internal resistance
results from the flow of the current in the resistive electrolyte and the potential of the anode
and cathode are varied if the resistivity of the electrolyte is high. Thus, increasing current and
temperature increase the total polarization value and reduce the internal resistance value of the
cell.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 5.8. Electrolyte lithium concentration profile at 4C discharge rate: a) across the cell, b) at the
positive electrode, c) at the negative electrode. c) Solid lithium concentration across the cell at 4C
discharge rate.

One unique strength of this model is its capability to predict the lithium concentration
distribution in all cell components during the battery operation. Lithium-ion concentration
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profile in cell components is also a function of C-rate, which creates the ohmic heat generation
in an electrolyte. Therefore, the ohmic heat generation is induced by the gradient of the lithium
ion concentration, resulting in growth in internal ionic resistance [16]. The impact of the
polarized ion concentration identified by considering the difference between the initial
electrolyte potential and the potential at the end of discharge step. Hence, Figure 5.8.a. depicted
the distribution of electrolyte concentration at 4C, for further investigating of the steep voltage
decrease at the beginning of the discharge. Observably, due to de-intercalation, the Li-ion
concentration at the beginning and end of discharge process are higher in the negative electrode
than the positive electrode as presented in Figure 5.8.b-c. Furthermore, the surface
concentration changes cause the variation of the equilibrium voltage which forms a lower
reaction overpotential and a reduction in the local current density. It results in a significant
polarization in the battery at higher discharge rates. The lithium concentration distribution in
solid particles of the entire cell during the discharge plotted into Figure 5.8.d. The variation
along the width of the cell occurs due to the non-uniform current distribution, which is induced
mainly by the weak electrolyte conductivity (due to low porosity) but further via the
concentration polarization.
It is necessary to investigate the required power and energy density of the cell to satisfy
the requirement of BMS for EVs.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.9. Comparison of the measured and simulation data at various rates. Markers are measured
data, and solid lines are simulation results. a) Ragone plot. b) Effect of current rate on decreasing
energy and rising power.

The energy loss that is mostly thermal loss during the discharge process leads to the
variety of discharging time, which results in the variation of discharging capacity. Figure 9.a
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shows the comparison of simulated and measured Ragone plot for the different discharge rates,
plotted in W/kg and Wh/kg of the total weight of the cell (including package). The maximum
specific energy of 170 W/kg is detected at the lower rate (0.2C) while the maximum specific
power of 496.3 Wh/kg is observed at the higher rate (4C).

Figure 5.10. Influence of various current value on total polarization and energy efficiency
evolutions.

It must be noted that the specific power calculated as the averaged power of the cell at
various discharge rates. To explain the dependence of battery performance on the temperature,
Figure 5.9.b give the variation of power and energy at different temperatures. It is visible that
the specific energy decreased at the higher temperature.
Furthermore, the evolutions of the total polarization and energy efficiency of the cell
against the various current value illustrated in Figure 5.10. It shows greater polarization at a
higher current value while the energy efficiency is decreasing with the growing of current. The
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polarization affected the high rate capability batteries even at high current load. The results
motivated us to use the computer simulation to analyze the different configuration in an attempt
to minimize the voltage drop caused by the internal resistance leading to a larger heat
generation at the higher rate. In the model development, it is essential to define the adjustable
and fixed parameters when carrying out the optimization process. We assumed a 20 second
discharge pulse (16 A) is required to calculate the polarization and internal resistance of the
cell at 4C-rate. Then we wish to optimize the cell performance at 4C through varying the initial
SOC of the cell, the porosity (epsl) and the particle size (rp) of the positive active electrode
material. Also, the model has calculated the energy efficiency of the pulse as a ratio of output
energy to input energy. The other parameters provided in Table 5.2 or elsewhere in the study
were considered to be fixed, including the temperature, film resistance, material properties,
volume fractions, lithium concentration, electrodes and separator thicknesses. Thus, four cases
are compared including the original cell design after 20 seconds discharge pulse application.
The optimization method exists to vary the adjustable parameters and create a plot for each
model to recognize an optimum configuration of the cell. The process is time-consuming even
with the computer program, as three design parameters are changing simultaneously.
Therefore, to facilitate the optimization process, an analytic charge/discharge model of the
ohmically dominated lithium-ion cell have been developed and the optimization solver set up
by adding the ordinary differential equations node to the study. This model assumes a variable
value diffusion coefficient of lithium in the carbon electrode that is a temperature dependent
value that gives the desired gradual loss of capacity, especially at higher discharge rates [37].
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 5.11. Effect of various initial SOC at 4C rate on: a) Discharge voltage and open circuit
voltage characteristics, b) Total polarization, c) Internal resistance, and d) Energy efficiency.

In this case, polarization associated with the lithium metal negative electrode and ohmic
drop in the separator should be similar. Since the solid-state diffusion limitations are quickly
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dominated by the ohmic drop in the solution, we found these restrictions are no longer a
primary concern because other phenomena lead to cut-off voltage before the manifestation of
diffusion limitations at higher rates.

a)

b)

Figure 5.12. a) Averaged internal resistance and polarization value at various SOC. b) Battery
charge acceptance indicating the slope of recharge currents at different SOC levels.
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Figure 5.11a-c describes the effect of different initial SOC on the discharge voltage and
the corresponding OCV, total polarization, internal resistance, and energy efficiency of the
cell. From the data in Figure 5.11.a, it is understood that the discharge voltage and energy
efficiency of the cell maintain a decreasing trend with reducing the initial SOC. On the other
hand, Figure 5.11.b-C shown the polarization voltage and internal resistance are reduced up to
SOC of 50%, then raised fast especially at initial SOC of 40% and 30%. The current is fixed
to 0A for 20 seconds rest after discharge process, and 20 seconds rest also applied at the end
of each charge, to calculate the Coulomb energy efficiency of the cell. The energy efficiency
plotted on Figure 5.11.c gives a reliable battery performance on higher initial SOCs mainly at
SOC of 100%. The results indicate that the design parameters are affected by the battery initial
SOC. Therefore, the effects of SOC on discharge voltage, need to be considered in the
modeling.
Figure 5.12.a represent the shape of averaged internal resistance curve and averaged
polarization curve at different SOC. The capability of the battery to store energy can be affected
by temperature, charge rate and state of charge. Likewise, battery recharge behavior was
modeled using charge efficiency curve representing the slope of charge acceptance at high
SOC shown in Figure 5.12.b.
The polarization of positive electrode is influenced significantly by the variation of the
particle size and the porosity.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 5.13. Effect of different particle size value of the positive electrode material at SOC of 100%:
a) polarization and b) Internal resistance evolutions. Effect of different porosity value of the positive
electrode at various SOC on: c) polarization and d) internal resistance evolutions. The dashed lines
are the original value from the experimental cell.
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The tremendous impact of different particle size value of the positive electrode material
at SOC of 100% on polarization and internal resistance growth rate depicted on Figure 5.13.ab respectively. In this case, the porosity of positive electrode fixed to original value of ɛ𝑝𝑜𝑠 =
0.2, while the positive particle size is varied. The results suggested less polarization (1.2V)
and less internal resistance (0.4Ω) at smaller particle size (rp = 2e − 8) than the battery actual
size (𝑟𝑝 = 4𝑒 − 6) . The effect of different porosity value of the positive electrode on
polarization and internal resistance evolution at SOC of 100% represented on Figure 5.13.c-d
correspondingly. The higher porosity, ɛ𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 0.6 lowered the value of polarization (1.46V)
and internal resistance (11Ω) of the cell considerably. The total polarization and internal
resistance using the original particle size and porosity value are 1.4V and 12Ω correspondingly.
The dashed lines in Figure 5.13 presented the initial value from the experimental cell. A thin
battery domains, high porosities, and small active material particles decrease the internal
resistance of the battery. Therefore, a cell with the different design characteristics has high
internal resistance, however, can provide a lot of energy because of large active material
particles and compressed electrodes. Accordingly, the battery is either power-optimized or
energy-optimized since it cannot have both high energy and high power outputs.
It is understandable that the cell voltage is a function of the initial cell SOC and the
material properties. Therefore, the lowered initial cell SOC drops the voltage all through the
pulse.
To optimize the battery performance using the proper parameter values, Figure 5.14.a-b
shows the averaged values of total polarization and the internal resistance curves against
different porosity and particle size of the positive electrode material respectively.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.14. Variation of polarization and resistance as a function of: a) porosity and b) particle size.

Finally, the procedure was prepared and characterized to optimize the polarization and
resistance changed for four groups of different battery design parameters reported on Figure
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5.15.a and Figure 5.15.b. The dashed lines are shown the actual particle size with the actual
porosity. The green lines are displayed the actual particle size by the porosity of 60%, and blue
lines are presented the particle size of 2e-8 by the actual value of porosity.

a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 5.15. Cell response comparison at different design parameters: a) polarization, b) internal
resistance. The dashed lines are actual parameters, solid lines are combination of actual parameters
and estimated parameters, dashed lines with markers are estimated parameters. c) Comparison of
energy efficiency against SOC. d) Comparison of specific energy versus specific power of the cell
including actual design parameters and estimated parameters.
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The marked dashed lines are shown the particle size of 2e-8 by the porosity of 60%. This
method can be applied to the different battery types to determine the optimized design
parameters. Figure 5.15.c shows the comparison of energy efficiency against SOC of 100% at
different design parameters. The energy efficiency of the battery during the pulse should be
significantly less than 100% because of the polarization since both the discharge and charge
give considerable polarization. The actual parameters show less efficiency (49.3%) while the
efficiency in estimated parameters is improved considerably (54.6%).
Moreover, the comparison of specific energy against the specific power applying the
actual parameters and the estimated parameters depicted in Figure 5.15.d. The energy
efficiency of the cell improved by almost 6 Wh.Kg-1 and power value optimized 10 W.Kg-1
using the calculated porosity and particle size.
This analysis method and simplified equivalent circuit presented in this paper have the
potentiality to be applied in a battery pack system to optimum its heat generation, safety and
lifetime. Therefore, the further analytical study will be deserving doing in future work.
Moreover, the procedure of quantifying the internal resistance and the polarization could be
improved by dividing the total contact resistance into the positive and negative electrode and
extending the analysis method over a 3D model.

5.8 Conclusions
A system based on electrochemical-thermal processes has been developed to study the
polarization effects occurring in an NCA cathode base lithium-ion battery cell. Further internal
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resistance exists in the experimental cells not primarily predicted by the mathematical
modeling. Based on this approach, adding a SEI film resistance at the interface connecting the
electrode and the electrolyte revealed a fair agreement between the theory and experimental
data. This resistance is defined thoroughly by a SEI film resistance of the electrode particles.
The results represented a much higher rate of heat generation at the electrodes due to
electric contact resistance at 4C-rate than heat generation rate at 0.2C-rates. Therefore, a heat
flow initiated from the electrodes towards the battery caused a significant polarization at the
4C rate and decreased the battery performance considerably.
To optimize the power capability, the dependency of battery performance to the design
parameters including but not limited to SOC, the positive electrode's particle size and porosity
of the positive electrode are studied. To conclude it is worth mentioning that an essential effort
devoted to optimization of both the energy efficiency and power capability at various stages of
SOC, including the electrodes porosity and particle size.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
6.1 Summary of thesis
Lithium-ion batteries are being used increasingly worldwide as energy storage system for
EVs/HEVs and designs are being changed continuously to improve the electrochemical
performance of the battery with adopting new and improved materials.
As demonstrated by this study, the thermal management of Li-ion batteries plays a
significant role in battery cycle life, safety issues, and reliability. Consequently, an essential
diagnostic examination and practical modeling attempts are required to fully understand the
thermal characteristics of the Li-ion batteries at the different operating conditions.
This study intended to develop a modeling system as a fast simulation tool to predict the
temperature distribution within the prismatic batteries and optimal design configuration for the
next generation of lithium ion battery. Therefore the models proposed in this research has been
divided into analytical solutions and numerical simulations.
The analytical model presented in the first part of the study described the distribution of
potential, current density, and temperature of the battery during charge/discharge processes.
First, a one-dimensional multiphysics model is developed to study the electrochemical-thermal
characteristics. Next, the solution is adjusted to study a three-dimensional electro-thermal
model to demonstrate the most efficient estimation of the system temperature response, overall
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heat generation and heat distribution inside a pouch-type Li-ion cell controlled by the
convective cooling on its surfaces.
The results are in agreement with the data obtained from constant current discharge
experiments. The results indicated that the most heat generation in the battery arises close to
the battery tabs, where the ohmic heat occurs as a result of non-uniform current distribution
and local internal resistance, and the entropic heat due to heat of reaction linked to the type
electrode materials.
In the second part of the study, an experimentally validated modeling technique has been
developed to investigate and optimize performance of the battery at various discharge current
rates. To achieve this, the resistance is determined by adding a SEI film to the
electrode/electrolyte interface. The model is estimated the capacity, energy efficiency,
polarization, internal resistance, rate capability, heat distribution, and the optimized achievable
specific energy and power capability of a lithium-ion cell. The results expressed the battery
performance is affected by a significant polarization due to the heat flow through the battery,
especially at higher C rates. Eventually, the idea of modifying the system parameters such as
porosity and particle size has been used to optimize the energy efficiency and power value of
the cell at various Power/Energy ratios for different applications.

6.2 Suggested Future Work
The electrochemical-thermal performance of the LIBs has been investigated in the current
study. The battery performance is determined as a function of the SOC, the design parameters,
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and the current rates while the impact of the various initial temperature has been neglected
which may not be appropriate for high power applications.
Therefore, more experimental investigations at various initial temperature are required
to include this influence. Furthermore, it is a good idea to add the effect of initial temperature
on SOH of the battery in the presented model. Also, the cell model can be utilized to develop
a 3D BMS for the battery module and pack for monitoring the SOC, SOH and heat generation
across the system at different operating conditions. The ECT model has the potential to be
customized to other types of battery, in terms of battery chemistry and geometry for the next
generation power sources.
To design an optimal BTMS, it is worthy to consider the impact of tab location for large
format LIB for improving uniformity of current distribution and heat response of the system.
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